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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Along a 20-mile corridor north of Sioux Falls, the Big Sioux River in South Dakota is
experiencing bank erosion, and this eroded sediment can have an adverse effect on water quality
indices. Conventional bank stabilization techniques using rock have been effective in reducing
this erosion. Yet the City of Sioux Falls is considering other approaches to bank stabilization,
including the use of engineered log jams. Engineered log jams (ELJs) are piles or lattices of
wood anchored to the bed and banks of rivers, and these represent an ecologically-sensitive and
multifunctional alternative to in-stream structures composed on conventional materials. This
report summarizes an experimental campaign to model a typical reach along the Big Sioux River
in the presence of engineered log jams and to document and describe how the river would
respond to a range of ELJ installations.
Using the mean annual flow of the Big Sioux River as the design discharge, and employing
channel dimensions and slopes along the corridor in question, two distorted Froude-scaled
physical models were constructed using available facilities: (1) a fixed-bed model, and (2) a
movable-bed model. This scaling procedure also extended to the availability of timber to be
used. Thus, the size of the engineered log jams also was scaled accordingly. Preliminary results
obtained from these models demonstrated the impact the ELJs can have on flow and bed and
bank topography, as well as the anticipated drag forces associated with two differently-shaped
structures.
More detailed results were obtained for the fixed-bed model employing a wide range of
engineered log jam configurations. Results show that (1) ELJs have modest effects of spatiallyaveraged flow, but cause localized changes to flow, turbulence, and bed shear stress near the
structures, (2) ELJ type 1 had a more pronounced effect on flow and alluvial channel adjustment
as compared to ELJ type 2, and (3) the zone of influence downstream of an ELJ was relatively
large, and the presence of multiple structures immediately upstream could alter these effects.
The drag forces observed by the ELJs were relatively small, and these forces were reduced by
about 60% when ELJ structures were installed upstream. Drag coefficients for the single
structures ranged from 0.3 to 0.7 depending upon the structure shape and the scaling velocity
employed.
It is anticipated that the experimental results will provide important guidelines for the design,
construction, and installation of engineered log jams along the Big Sioux River. By adopting
and applying these scaling procedures, it is assured that the results obtained herein will capture
well the hydraulic and morphodynamic response of the prototype, the Big Sioux River, to the
installed ELJs.
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INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL-SCALE MODELING
Stream restoration and river engineering projects often use in-stream structures to stabilize
stream banks, to redirect and dissipate flow energy, and to provide geomorphic and ecosystem
services to the corridor (Bernhardt et al., 2005). While many of these in-stream structures are
composed of rock, the use of wood, large woody debris, and engineered log jams (ELJs) have
increased considerably (Shields et al., 2004; Brooks, 2006; Abbe and Brooks, 2011). ELJs now
represent an ecologically-sensitive and multifunctional alternative to in-stream structures
composed of conventional materials (Abbe et al., 2003b; Brooks, 2006).
The reintroduction of large wood, as ELJs, to degraded rivers affords many benefits to these
impaired corridors. With ELJs, there exists the potential to restore critical ecological attributes
and to re-initiate dampened or absent physical and biological processes while simultaneously
performing traditional functions of in-stream structures (Abbe et al., 2003a; Brooks, 2006).
Engineered log jams have been deployed successfully to protect vulnerable banks while
increasing channel complexity and habitat resources (Abbe et al. 2003a, b). Organic matter and
sediment often can be sequestered effectively by artificial debris jams (Flores et al., 2011),
demonstrating their functional similarity to natural wood jams (Shields et al., 2008). Flume
studies investigating the effects of large wood (LW) on hyporheic processes suggest that these
structures may be capable of driving and enhancing local flow exchange (Mutz et al., 2007). The
use of ELJs in degraded rivers also may accelerate ecological recovery by initiating the
redevelopment of geomorphic, hydraulic, and ecological complexity when riparian services are
either absent or decoupled from the stream channel (Brooks, 2006; Collins et al., 2012). It is
well known that the historical removal of large wood from rivers has resulted in physical and
ecological degradation, with increased stream power and decreased channel roughness, and
reductions in sediment retention, habitat area, and channel complexity (Shields and Gippel,
1995; Abbe et al., 2003a, b; Brooks, 2006). As such, the introduction of large wood can
positively influence the long-term dynamic stability and integrity of fluvial landscapes (Collins
et al., 2012).
While some design criteria exist, important gaps still remain in the understanding,
implementation, and long-term effects of ELJs on river morphodynamics. Detailed descriptions
of design criteria for large woody debris and ELJs, including their construction and installation
guidelines, are reviewed in D’Aoust and Millar (2000), Shields et al. (2004), Brooks (2006), and
Abbe and Brooks (2011). A recent workshop, however, identified critical research needs for the
use of large wood in river restoration (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 2012). One approach to address these technical needs, as identified therein, is the use
of physical models, which is the focus of the current paper.
Employing physical models to assess large wood and woody debris in rivers is not a new
concept. Table 1 lists many such successful experimental campaigns, highlighting the facilities
used, the boundary conditions considered, and the phenomena examined. These studies have
provided much insight into how experimental river channels can entrain and transport wood and
how the introduction of wood causes localized erosion and deposition and alterations to time9

mean and turbulent flow, bed shear stress, flow resistance, and hyporheic flow exchange. Many
of these flume studies, however, did not employ scaling principles often used in physical models
to link unambiguously the results of the laboratory experiment to a field prototype. This may not
have been necessary, since several of these studies were conducted to explore the general
interactions of flow and bed morphology with vegetation, rather than specific responses within
an identified field prototype. Yet, by not employing scaling principles, the application or
interpretation of these experimental results in natural settings may be problematic. This is
because the imposed distortions in scale in the physical model may be unknown or poorly
defined, and these distortions could amplify or suppress the observations recorded as compared
to the natural river.
The present study is part of a research program that seeks to understand further the
morphodynamic response of rivers to the introduction of ELJs, to enhance and refine the design
criteria and resiliency of these structures for use in river restoration projects, and to maximize the
ecologic and geomorphic benefits of ELJs at various scales within actively managed river
systems. The objectives of the present study are (1) to review the theory employed in the scaling
and construction of physical river models, so that experimental drag measurements can be scaled
to prototype conditions, (2) to design physical-scale models with fixed- and movable-beds with
ELJs, and (3) to present preliminary results from the experimental campaign. The Big Sioux
River in South Dakota, USA, was selected as the field prototype because local stakeholders,
working with state and federal agencies, are seeking to reduce suspended sediment and nutrient
loads caused by excessive bank erosion (S. Brich, pers. comm.). As such, these stakeholders
intend to install ELJs at discrete locations to reduce this erosion. The emphasis here is placed on
the principles of physical model construction for a prototypical river with ELJs. It is envisioned
that the procedures presented will be more commonly employed by experimentalists conducting
research on wood in river corridors, thereby broadening significantly the applicability of the
results obtained.
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Table 1. Summary of select studies employing physical models to examine large wood (LW) behavior in rivers.
Study

Use of a
Prototype
Stream

Scaling

Model
Dimensions:
width, depth,
length (m)

Bed Type;
D50 (mm)

Flow
Rate
(m3 s-1)

Flow Depth
(m)

Beschta (1983)

No

NA

0.132, 0.6, 10

metal cylinder; trunk

0.06-0.20, NA

No

NA

0.40, NA, 6.1

0.012-0.02

wooden dowel; trunk

0.0127, NA

No

Fr

0.46, 0.27, 8

0.0010.027
0.0010.003
0.0041

0.27-0.55

Cherry and Beschta
(1989)
Young (1991)

movable-bed;
54
movable-bed;
0.04
fixed-bed

0.1

wooden dowel; trunk

Gippel et al. (1992)

No

NA

NA

0.0370.082
(flume)

2 (tow tank);
0.1-0.25
(flume)

PVC cylinder(s), branched;
trunk(s)

Braudrick et al.
(1997)

No

NA

Tow-tank:
2, 2, NA;
Channel:
0.6, NA, NA
1, NA, 15

0.013-0.025, 0.2250.450
0.048-0.076, 0.1250.455

movable-bed;
1

0.00450.012

0.015-0.027

wooden dowels; trunks

0.02-0.04, 0.2-0.4

Wood transport dynamics

Beebe (2000)

No

NA

0.63, NA, 10

log; bark and branches

0.063, 0.582

Effect of LW on flow

No

NA

1.22, NA, 9.14

0.0080.022
0.0080.011

0.065-0.126

Braudrick and Grant
(2000; 2001)

movable-bed;
0.04
fixed-bed;
8

0.015-0.020

wooden dowel; trunk,
some with rootwad

0.025-0.038, 0.300.60

Entrainment of individual
logs

Wallerstein et al.
(2001)
Wallerstein et al.
(2002)
Alonso et al. (2005;
Alonso et al., 2009;
Shields and Alonso,
2012)

Yes

Fr

0.63, 0.61, 10

0.003

0.07

Fr

1.2, 0.3, 25

At
scale

1.8, 0.8, 137

grass

0.30
(mean)
0.80-0.85

Effect of LW on channel
hydraulics and morphology
Drag forces acting on LW

No

0.076
(mean)
2.07-3.43

wooden dowels; trunks as
LWD
aluminum cylinder

0.019, 0.07-0.3

Yes

movable-bed;
8
fixed-bed

PVC cylinder, logs; trunk

0.22, 1.80

Drag and lift forces acting
on LW

Bocchiola et al.
(2006)

No

NA

1, NA, 30

fixed-bed;
2 and 5

0.015-0.068
(sliding);
0.004-0.100
(rolling)

wooden dowel; trunk

0.03-0.1, 0.25-0.50

Entrainment of LW

Wilcox et al. (2006);
Wilcox and Wohl
(2006)

No

NA

0.6, NA, 10

fixed-bed;
15

0.00310.045
(sliding);
0.00030.019
(rolling)
0.0040.064

0.01-0.14

PVC cylinders, wooden
blocks; trunk with rootwad

0.025-0.038, 0.3-0.6

Effect of LW on flow
resistance

Bocchiola (2011)

No

NA

1, NA, 30

wooden dowels; trunks

No

Fr

2.7, NA, 9

0.00110.0200
0.0340.24

0.008-0.050

Svoboda and Russell
(2011)

fixed-bed;
1.8
movable-bed;
8

0.056-0.170

wooden dowel; trunk and
rootwad as LWD

0.006-0.026, 0.050.30
0.091-0.183; 1.40

Effect of LW reintroduction
on channel parameters
Effect of LW on bed
morphology

11

LW Model Composition
and Description

LW Dimensions:
diameter, length
(m)

0.019, 0.07-0.3

Phenomena Investigated

Effect of LW on bed
morphology
Effect of LW orientation on
bed morphology
Effect of LW abundance on
flood level
LW drag coefficients, and
effects of shielding and
blockage

Prototype description
The Big Sioux River flows 676 km from its headwaters in northern South Dakota, USA, through
Iowa to its juncture with the Missouri River, near Sioux City, IA, draining a watershed of
approximately 24,790 km2. Its mean annual flow Qma is 12.7 m3 s-1 and its 1.5 (Q1.5) and 2.33
(Q2.33) year return flows are 57.5 m3 s-1 and 93.4 m3 s-1, respectively, as determined by flowfrequency analysis for data collected near Dell Rapids, SD (USGS 06481000; Figure 1). Using
available channel cross-sectional data (S. Brich, pers. comm.), the following parameters are
derived for the prototype: mean channel surface width w of 40.5 m, a mean flow depth h of 2.2
m, a mean water surface slope SS of 0.00040, and a mean bed slope SB of 0.00047. Based on Q1.5
and mean channel cross-sectional area A, a mean flow velocity v of 0.645 m s-1 and a Froude
number Fr of 0.124 are determined, where

Fr  v

gh

(1)

and g is gravitational acceleration. Median grain size of the bed D50 varies from 0.1 mm at 1.6
km east of Dell Rapids to 0.08 mm at 1.9 km south (D. Vockrodt, pers. comm.). These prototype
channel dimensions and the hydraulic and sediment grain size parameters are used to construct
the physical models described below.

Discharge (m3 s-1)

1000

100

10

1
0

10

20

30
40
Interval (yr)

50

60

70

Figure 1. Flow frequency analysis for the Big Sioux River near Dell Rapids, SD (USGS 06481000).

Theory of hydraulic modeling: brief review
To achieve complete mechanical similitude to a prototype river, a physical model must display
geometric, kinematic, and dynamic similitude to that system (Yalin, 1971; Wallerstein et al.
1999, 2001; Julien, 2002; Heller, 2011). Geometric similitude results when the ratios of all
geometric dimensions of the prototype (denoted by subscript p) and model (denoted by subscript
m) are scaled congruently. Kinematic similitude results when model particle path lengths and
12

travel times occur in proportion to the prototype. Dynamic similitude results when forces acting
in a model are scaled proportionally to those acting in the prototype. Resulting scaling ratios
(prototype-to-model, denoted by subscript r) allow experimentalists to examine the hydraulic and
morphodynamic behavior of rivers at the laboratory scale and to extrapolate the results to the
prototype.
Dimensional analysis and scaling ratios
The current experimental effort is aimed at measuring drag forces expected to be exerted on the
ELJ in the prototype and in quantifying the morphodynamic response of the channel to ELJs.
The variables assumed to affect the overall drag are listed in Table 2.
Symbol
AD
Ls



kELJ


v




g
L

Table 2. Variables used in dimensional analysis.
Variable Description
Frontal area of the ELJ with respect to flow direction
Height of ELJ relative to water depth (i.e., a submergence ratio)
A measure of orientation of the ELJ with respect to flow direction
Surface roughness of the ELJ
Porosity of the ELJ
Flow velocity
Fluid density
Fluid viscosity
Surface tension
Gravity
Characteristic length scale

The Buckingham  theorem then can be used to identify the dimensionless parameters of the
system and to guide organization of the important variables that need to be considered in
constructing physical-scaled models (White, 1994; Wallerstein et al., 1999, 2001). For the
present case, 12 variables (drag force FD in addition to those in Table 2) encompassing three
dimensional units (mass M, length L, and time T) lead to the possible need for nine
dimensionless parameters. Seven of these characterize general phenomena in open channel flow
(pressure, flow velocity, flow length scale, fluid density, fluid viscosity, fluid surface tension,
and gravity), while the remaining variables are added relating to force calculations for the ELJ.
This list can be simplified by considering FD and AD as the ratio FD A D . In addition, the ELJ is
assumed to have a height that is always greater than the water depth (Ls is not necessary) and to
be functionally inflexible, which justifies the omission of Young’s modulus. Based on the
remaining variables, seven dimensionless parameters should be found. Using , v, and L as
repeating variables, the following dimensionless relationship may be written:
 FD

v  vL  v 2 L k ELJ
f
,
,
,
,
,

,

0
2

L
gL 
  AD v


or
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k


f CD , Fr, Re, We , ELJ ,  ,   0
L



(2)

where CD is a drag coefficient, Re is the Reynolds number, and We is the Weber number (see
also Henderson, 1966; Yalin, 1971; White, 1994).
The required model scaling can be simplified further. This can be accomplished by assuming the
experiments will preserve the relative orientation of the prototype installation  as well as its
porosity η and relative roughness k ELJ L . The effects of surface tension and viscous forces also
may be neglected when the model flow depth hm is greater than 0.015 m and flow is fullyturbulent, so that the main focus for experimental analysis is Fr (Wallerstein et al., 1999).
Equation (2) then reduces to

k

f CD , Fr,  ELJ ,  ,   0
 Lv



(3)

This result suggests that the drag coefficient for the model should be the same as the drag
coefficient for the prototype so long as the other variables in equation (3) are the same.
Froude-number scaling is obtained from the following
Frr 

Frp
Frm



vr
v
 r 1
g r Lr
Lr

(4)

where the gravity ratio gr is taken to be 1 and subscript r denotes a ratio of prototype to model
value. While maintaining Frr  1 , Re scaling is necessarily relaxed when using the same fluid
medium. In doing so, it is prudent to increase hm to ensure fully turbulent flow and to maximize
physical space for instrumentation. A consequence of increasing hm without a corresponding
increase in horizontal scale is geometric distortion. As long as the impacts of this distortion can
be incorporated into the analysis or neglected, a Fr-scaled physical river model should faithfully
simulate forces acting at the field-scale, although neither geometric or full kinematic similarity is
strictly maintained. Variation in the longitudinal Xr and transverse Yr length scale ratios, is
therefore of less concern than variation in the vertical length scale ratio Zr, which appears in
equation (1) in place of h.
Additional scaling relationships can be derived for the physical-scale model based upon the
general Fr similitude, following Wallerstein et al. (1999, 2001). From equation (4),

Lr  vr2  Z r 

(5)

The discharge ratio Qr then becomes
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Qr  vr Ar  Lr Yr Zr  Yr Zr3 / 2  L5r / 2

(6)

With equal length scale ratios, the slope ratio Sr becomes

Sr 

Xr
Zr

1

(7)

and the drag force ratio FD r becomes

FD r  CD r r Ar vr2  CD r r L3r  Yr Z r2

(8)

assuming CD r  1 and  r  1 .
Consideration of a movable bed model introduces an additional set of scaling relationships. The
dimensionless bed shear stress  and particle Reynolds number Reg are defined as



0

   1D

(9)

and
Reg 

u* D

(10)



where mean boundary shear stress 0 and shear velocity u* are

 0  RS

(11)

u*   0 

(12)

and   g ,     ,  is particle density, D is particle diameter, R is hydraulic radius, and S is
slope. Substituting and rearranging equations (9) and (12), and then writing the ratios of each
variable in terms of the different length scales yields Einstein and Chien’s (1954) scaling ratios
for r and Reg r :

 

r 

 r Rr S r
Rr Z r

1
 r   1r Dr  sr X r Dr

(13)
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Rr Z r Dr2
1
 r2 X r

(14)

where  sr    1 , g r  1 , and  r  1 . Selecting an appropriate model sediment density and
model kinematic viscosity, so that  r  Reg r  1 , is not possible when using quartz-density sand

 

and fresh water (see Julien, 2002). Pugh (2008) presented an approach to physical modeling of
mobile beds based on the relationship between dimensionless bed shear stress  and the
dimensionless unit sediment transport rate. To obtain similarity in sediment transport, this model
would employ larger bed sediment of lower density as compared to the prototype.
An appropriate grain size to be used in the model can be determined from these relations.
Average bed shear stress for the movable-bed model can be estimated using equation (11). With
this value, a model sediment grain size D slightly larger than that at the threshold of motion is
predicted by equation (9) using prescribed values of c, where the subscript c refers to conditions
at threshold (see Bridge and Bennett, 1992).
ELJ scaling ratios
Whereas earlier studies evaluating fluid forces acting on large woody debris (LWD) reported
observations for single elements (Table 1), this paper intends to report observations for complex,
multi-element models of ELJs scaled to reflect the dimensions of local timber to be used in the
prototype. The length scale of individual model timber elements LT is set equal to the horizontal
scale of the movable-bed model, so that the length ratios of all model element dimensions,
including element length LT, trunk diameter DT, and rootwad diameter RWT are similar. Model
ELJs then are constructed of individual model elements according to conceptual designs used in
field applications (see below).
Forces acting on model ELJs can be evaluated in a similar way to those acting on individual
elements. The following assumptions are included: (1) flexibility of the ELJs is ignored for
practical and theoretical reasons, (2) the Re for both the element and the ELJ are in the fully
turbulent domain, and (3) the effects of structural vibrations on FD are considered negligible (see
Naudascher, 1984). The total drag force FD acting on a model ELJ in the streamwise direction
may be calculated according to (see equations (2) and (8))

FD  C D AD

v02

(15)

2

where AD is the projected area of the structure and v0 is the incident velocity. As indicated in
equation (3), CD is related to the Froude number, structure Reynolds number, geometry,
orientation, and roughness. In cases where the structure is completely submerged, an additional
vertical scale, or submergence factor, would need to be incorporated, as initially included in
Table 2 (Alonso, 2004).
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PHYSICAL MODEL DESIGN FOR THE BIG SIOUX RIVER

Fixed-bed model design
In addition to the scaling considerations discussed above, dimensions of the fixed-bed laboratory
model are determined with respect to laboratory space constraints and equipment limitations.
The flume model is 1.9 m wide, 0.5 m deep, and 7 m long with 90° fixed banks (Figure 2). Flow
depth is set at 0.11 m to accommodate the fixed flow rate of laboratory equipment while
maintaining Fr  1 , which is slightly higher than the undistorted fixed-bed model depth of 0.104
m (or Yr Z r  1.07 ). It also is necessary to depart from prototype channel cross-sectional
geometry by creating a model with vertical streambanks. All scaling ratios for the fixed-model
are determined once these resource, equipment, and space constraints have been addressed.

Figure 2. Schematic and pictures of the
experimental facility. The schematic (top) is
a cross-sectional view of the flume with flow
moving from left to right (dimensions in
meters). Looking upstream, the photographs
show a close-up of the ELJ connected to the
biaxial load cell (bottom left), and three
successive ELJs installed along the left bank
and the acoustic Doppler velocimeter located
near the channel center (bottom right; bricks
used as ballast; photographs by D. Levere).

The flow rates achievable in the laboratory are used to adjust the design discharge employed.
Laboratory pumps deliver a maximum discharge Q of about 0.0268 m3 s-1, which is slightly less
than the 0.0302 m3 s-1 required to simulate a scaled prototype value of Q1.5 in the model. This
maximum laboratory discharge corresponds to the 1.48-yr return period for the prototype (Figure
1), which is deemed acceptable to simulate the prototype Q1.5. All experimental parameters then
are adjusted to this achievable model discharge and summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of prototype and fixed- and movable-bed model dimensions and hydraulic parameters, including
relevant scaling ratios for each model. Also included are those parameters used in the actual models.
Parameter

Symbol

Units
Prototype

Discharge
Top width
Bottom width
Depth
Velocity
Bed slope
Hydraulic depth
Froude number
Reynolds number
Hydraulic radius
Manning’s roughness
Bank angle
Bed shear stress
Median particle size

Q
wT
wB
h
v
SB
Yh
Fr
Re
R
n
α
τ0
D50

3

-1

m s
m
m
m
m s-1
m

m
s m-1/3
deg
Pa
mm

51.1
40.5
40.5
2.2
0.574
0.00047
2.2
0.124
106
1.98
0.059
90
8.96
0.08 to 0.1

Fixed-bed
Model
Scaling
Design
Ratio
0.0268
1907
1.9
21.3
1.9
21.3
0.11
20.0
0.128
0.0005
0.94
0.11
0.124
1
104
0.099
20.1
0.037
90
0.48
-

Actual
Model
0.0268
1.9
1.9
0.11
0.125
0.0006
0.11
0.124
104
0.099
0.042
90
0.58
-

Prototype
60.2
40.5
40.5
2.2
0.676
0.00047
2.2
0.145
106
1.98
0.05
90
8.96
0.08 to 0.1

Movable-bed
Model
Scaling
Design
Ratio
0.0268
2245
1.70
23.8
1.31
30.9
0.12
18.3
0.148
0.0006
0.77
0.106
20.7
0.145
1
104
0.104
19.1
0.036
34
0.62
0.6 to 1.3
-

Actual
Model
0.0268
1.62
1.31
0.104
0.176
0.0006
0.094
0.183
104
0.091
0.027
34
0.50
0.35

Movable-bed model design
Movable-bed model design methods parallel those used for the fixed-bed model. Since the
movable-bed channel will be created within the fixed-bed model channel, the width is reduced to
1.7 m to allow for construction of a channel with 34° stream banks, as employed by Wallerstein
et al. (1999, 2001) and Bennett et al. (2008; this angle ensures stable side-slopes). These
conditions result in a trapezoidal cross-sectional channel geometry with Yr  23.8 (based on top
width), Rr  20.4 , Sr  0.84 , and Qr  2558.1 (where Rm  0.097 , S m  0.00055, and

Qm  0.0235 m3 s-1). Given that maximum discharge is fixed, whose value is 119% of the
scaled value of Qm with hm  0.11 m and Z r  20.0 , the resulting movable-bed model discharge
scaled to the prototype is greater than Q1.5. To address this potential discrepancy, hm is increased
to 0.12 m, which leads to a scaled value for Qp of 60.2 m3 s-1 or a 1.61-yr return flow, where Rr,
Sr, and Qr now are 19.1, 0.770, and 2245.1, respectively, with Rm  0.104 , S m  0.0006, and

Qm  0.0268 m3 s-1. A movable-bed model flow depth of 0.12 m is sufficiently close to the flow
depth calculated to simulate Q1.5, with Yr Z r  1.30 in the depth-distorted model. Because of the
trapezoidal cross-sectional geometry of the movable-bed channel, a hydraulic depth Yh is defined
as Yh  A Y  0.106 m, where A is channel cross-sectional area and Y is the channel top width.
This hydraulic depth is used to determine the correctly-scaled movable-bed model discharge and
all appropriate flow conditions (see Wallerstein et al, 1999). Corresponding adjustments are
made to all movable-bed parameters and summarized in Table 3.
The bed material used to construct the movable-bed model channel is determined assuming that
flow conditions will be just below the threshold of motion. Assuming  0m  0.62 Pa (see Table
3 and equation (11)), the median grain size of the model bed sediment D50m just below its
threshold of motion (a nominal value of 10% less is used) is estimated using equation (9) and
solving for D  D50c , with  c  0.03 , 0.045, and 0.060. This calculation produces model bed
grain sizes of 0.6 to 1.3 mm for quartz-density sand, but this must be verified experimentally.
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Finally, by assuming D50m  0.8 mm, it is necessary to adjust the movable-bed τ0m by varying hm
(and Rm) to empirically determine model flow conditions at or just below the threshold of
motion, since Sm is fixed. This is accomplished by varying hm, and thus Rm, with hm  0.134 m,
which corresponds to Qp represented by flow conditions in the fixed-bed model, when movableand fixed-bed Qm are equivalent and Q p  51.1 m3 s-1. In this case, it again is necessary to
increase hm to accommodate the fixed discharge delivered by laboratory pumps. Final movablebed model scaling design is summarized in Table 3. An undistorted movable-bed model could
be designed when materials of reduced density and increased diameter are available to serve as
model sediments and where laboratory equipment limitations and space constraints are less
restrictive (Julien, 2002). Lastly, the goal of the movable-bed experiment is to evaluate scour
patterns resulting from ELJ models. Because the movement and transport of sediment are not
scaled (see Einstein and Chien, 1954), the resulting scour patterns will not simulate exactly the
scour occurring in the prototype. The movable-bed scour results therefore are intended to
provide a qualitative analogy to scour occurring in the prototype, characterizing its general
properties (Maynord, 2006).
Engineered log jam design
The primary goal of the engineered log jams to be installed along the Big Sioux River is bank
protection, and two model designs are proposed. The first, called ELJ-1, is a slightly modified
version of a bank-attached deflector jam described by Brooks (2006; Abbe and Brooks, 2011;
Figure 3a, b). ELJ-1 presents a two-tiered design incorporating prototype elements of variable
dimensions related to their role and placement within the structure. Embedded piles anchor ELJs
to the channel bed, and these are preferably selected from flexible green timber and have a
smaller diameter than the key- and cross-spanning logs. Key and cross-spanning logs also retain
their rootwads, which are oriented either upstream or parallel to the flow, providing the greatest
amount of surface area to dissipate energy. The basal key logs typically are buried to a depth
greater than the anticipated scour depth, and the height of the structure is at least half the height
of the design flow stage. Additional rock rip-rap or wood may be used around the structure in
practice, if these are deemed necessary.
The second proposed structure, called ELJ-2, also is a slightly modified version of a bankattached deflector jam, but shaped like a spur dike (Figure 3c). The design of ELJ-2 differs from
ELJ-1 in that it is a single-tiered design oriented at an angle approximately 45° downstream
relative to oncoming flow. Otherwise, ELJ-2 is composed of the same elements, dimensions,
and design criteria as ELJ-1.
Constructing models of ELJ-1 and ELJ-2 require some simplification. These models are
constructed entirely from scaled elements of identical dimensions as opposed to differently-sized
elements representing piles, cross-spanning logs, and key logs. Field data describing the
dimensions of local timber are available, with a mean trunk diameter at breast-height DT of 0.78
m, and a mean log length LT of 9.54 m (S. Brich, pers. comm.). It also is assumed that rootwad
diameter RWT is equal to 2DT, or 1.56 m. Adopting the transverse scale ratio Yr  23.8 of the
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movable-bed model results in scaled timber element dimensions of 0.033 m for DT, 0.066 m for
model rootwad diameter RWT, and 0.401 m for element length LT. Model elements are
constructed from available poplar (Populus spp.) dowel stock, 0.032 m in diameter, and plywood
rootwad discs are fabricated to approximate the above-presented dimensions (Table 4).
Scale models of ELJ-1 and ELJ-2 were assembled from these elements. The maximum height
for both models is 0.147 m, calculated by summing the heights of individual elements, as
assembled in the ELJ crib, and the height of the rootwad disk extending slightly above the
structure, which corresponds to a prototype height of 3.49 m, with the lower-tier of ELJ-1
somewhat shorter at 0.115 m (2.74 m for the prototype; Figures 4 and 5). Model ELJs comprise
five layers of elements: three layers of key elements with a diameter of 0.032 m, and two layers
of notched, cross-spanning logs with an effective diameter of 0.019 m. ELJ structures were
assembled using waterproof adhesive, which caused some minor distortion in the overall
dimensions (Figures 4 and 5, Table 4). Because of this construction, it is assumed that the ELJ
will act as a solid body, and that flexure of individual elements or the entire structure is
considered negligible. Finally, model ELJ-1 penetrates 0.40 m into flow because of its
orientation. Model ELJ-2 penetrates 0.282 m into the flow, as it is cut to 45° using 0.5LT  2
as a guide to determine this length. ELJ-1 and ELJ-2 would penetrate 9.54 m and 6.71 m,
respectively, into the prototype flow (Table 4; Figure 3a).
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(a)

Approximate Elevation (m)

Cross-spanning logs
Minimum diameter: 0.4 m
Minimum length: 8 to 12 m

Key logs (with root wad)
Minimum diameter: 0.5 m
Minimum length: 7 m
Requires about 7 logs per lower layer,
and 3 to 4 logs per upper layer

10

Piles/structure (green timber)
Diameters: 0.25 to 0.3 m
Require 4 to 6 per structure

Additional rock rip-rap
used around structure if
deemed necessary

8

Toe crib revetment
upstream of structure

6

4

Flow into page
2

0
-22.5

-15

-7.5

0

7.5

15

22.5

30

Approximate Distance (m)

(b)

(c)
Bank

Bank

Flow

Flow

Void filled with
gravel/cobble

Void filled with
gravel/cobble

Approximate Scale
6m

Approximate Scale
6m

Figure 3. Schematic drawings of proposed engineered log jams to be installed along the Big Sioux River, showing
(a) cross-section view of a bank-attached deflector jam (ELJ-1), (b) plan-view of ELJ-1, and (c) a plan view of a
bank-attached spur jam (ELJ-2).
Table 4. Summary of prototype and fixed- and movable-bed ELJ element dimensions and scaling ratios.
Parameter

Mean trunk
diameter
Mean root
diameter
Element
length

Symbol

Units

Prototype

Fixed-bed

Movable-bed

DT

m

0.78

Model
Element
0.033

Target
Width Ratio
21.3

Actual
Width Ratio
23.8

Target
Width Ratio
23.8

Actual Width
Ratio
23.8

RWT

m

1.56

0.066

21.3

23.8

23.8

23.8

LT

m

9.54

0.401

21.3

23.8

23.8

23.8
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Figure 4. Model drawings of ELJ-1 showing plan view (left), frontal view (center), and front-right view (right).
Dimensions are in meters.

Figure 5. Model drawings of ELJ-2 showing plan view (left), frontal view (center), and front-right view (right).
Dimensions are in meters.
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PHYSICAL MODEL IMPLEMENTTION AND APPLICATION
With the initial design of the physical models completed, the experimental campaign was
implemented. Preliminary methods and results from the physical models are presented and
discussed below.
Fixed-bed methods
The experimental parameters used in the fixed-bed model are summarized in Table 3. Nearly all
actual (measured) parameters agree exactly with the design parameters except for flow velocity,
which is 2% lower than the design value, and bed slope and bed shear stress, which are 20%
higher than the design value. The larger values of bed slope and bed shear stress are due to the
difficulty in manually setting the tilt of the flume, as the 0.0001 difference in bed slope between
the design and the actual values shown in Table 3 is equivalent to a difference of less than 1 mm
over the length of the flume.
Each engineered log jam type was placed by itself into this fixed-bed model. A fully-saturated
ELJ was suspended just above the fixed bed (millimeters) and about 2 mm from the flume wall
at a location 4.6 m downstream of the headbox (Figure 2). The ELJ was suspended pendant to
flow and mounted to a FUTEK MBA400 biaxial load cell, which has a maximum dynamic range
of 223 N and a resolution of 0.03 N. This configuration allowed fluid forces acting on the
instrumented ELJ to be measured in the downstream x and cross-stream y direction. The load
cell was carefully calibrated on-site using these same mounts, submerged ELJ structures, and
precise static loads. It should be noted that the bulk hydraulic parameters for the flow and ELJ
as a single element are in the fully turbulent flow regime, and that the forces measured are for the
entire structure rather than individual members. As such, flow through the ELJ and the potential
effects of viscous forces within the ELJ are neglected.
Flow data were collected using an acoustic Doppler current meter. For select cross-sections,
vertical profiles of fluctuating velocities were recorded at-a-point using a side-looking 3D Nortek
Vectrino II. Each cross-section contained 24 vertical profiles, spaced at intervals of 0.05 to 0.1
m, and 11 vertical locations above the bed, spaced at intervals of 0.01 to 0.02 m (all sample
locations are shown in Figure 6). At each location, three dimensional turbulent fluctuations in
velocity were recorded for 120 s at 75 Hz. Velocity data were processed using the phase-space
threshold filter (WinADV 2.029; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 2012), and only the time-averaged
values for the downstream velocity component v of select cross-sections are presented here.
Vertical profiles of the downstream velocity component, Reynolds stress, and turbulent kinetic
energy along the flume centerline within the measurement section (not shown here) agreed well
with expected distributions for flat-bed boundaries (e.g., Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993),
demonstrating that fully developed flow conditions were achieved.
Fixed-bed preliminary results
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Preliminary results from the fixed-bed model are restricted to the downstream component of
velocity and the drag force measured for each engineered log jam type. Figure 6 shows contour
plots of the time-averaged velocity component v for the clear-water flow in the measurements
sections of the flume, and 0.1 m downstream of ELJ-1 and ELJ-2. Height above the bed z is
normalized by flow depth h, distance across the flume y is normalized by flow width w, and
time-averaged flow velocity v is normalized by the spatially-averaged flow velocity v , defined
as:
wh

1
v 
vz , y dzdy
A00



(16)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the flow. It was assumed that downstream flow velocity is
zero at the bed and along the flume sidewalls, and that the flow velocity at the water surface is
equal to the flow velocity measured just below the surface. The latter assumption was verified
experimentally.
The introduction of the engineered log jams had little effect on spatially-averaged flow but a
marked effect on localized flow. The spatially-averaged flow velocity ( v  0.125 m s-1) and
cross-sectionally averaged flow depth ( h  0.114 m) did not change with the addition of the
ELJs, either just upstream or just downstream of the structures. Locally, the ELJs created (1) a
decelerated flow just downstream of the structure, (2) a vertically-oriented mixing layer
extending approximately one-half of the structure’s width into the flow, and (3) an accelerated
flow in the center of the channel that extended to the opposite bank (Figure 6). Both ELJs
effectively created low-velocity zones in the near bank environments, supporting their use as
bank protection measures, as observed in natural settings (Daniels and Rhoads, 2003; Manners et
al., 2007). While the effect of the ELJs on spatially-averaged flow was negligible, localized flow
about the structure was significantly modified.
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Figure 6. Contour maps of time-averaged downstream velocity v normalized by the spatially-averaged velocity
<v> for the clear-water flow (top; symbols are the sample locations), 0.1 m downstream of ELJ-1 (middle), and
0.1 m downstream of ELJ-2 (lower). The height z above the bed is normalized by flow depth h, the distance y
across the flume is normalized by flow width w, and the penetration distance of the ELJs into the flow is shown.

The drag forces acting on each engineered log jam are measurable, and drag coefficients can be
derived from these observations. The measured drag forces FD were 0.850.08 N for ELJ-1 and
0.590.06 N for ELJ-2 (Table 5). In this application, the cross-stream or transverse forces were,
in general, equal to about 0.1FD (not discussed here). From these measurements, a drag
coefficient for each structure can be derived using equation (15). In this analysis, AD represents
the frontal area of the structure, equal to the structure’s penetration distance multiplied by the
flow depth (each structure extended to the water surface), whereas v0 represents the free-stream
or incident velocity. Two velocities can be used for v0: (1) a spatially-averaged velocity for the
entire clear-water flow, as defined in equation (16), and (2) a spatially-averaged velocity of the
clear-water flow restricted in space to the penetration distance of the structure, as quantified by
changing the limits of w in equation (16). The drag coefficients based on the spatially-averaged
velocity for the entire flow are 0.30 for ELJ-1 and 0.29 for ELJ-2, whereas these coefficients
increase to 0.42 and 0.78, respectively, using the spatially-averaged incident velocity (Table 5).
While values of CD have been reported for single LWD elements (see Wallerstein et al., 2002;
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Shields and Alonso, 2012), only Gippel et al. (1992; Shields and Gippel, 1995) reported values
for complex (multiple-member) LWD structures, noting that CD  0.7 , which is similar to values
observed here. Slightly larger values have been used in field applications of ELJs (~1.2; Brooks,
2006).
Table 5. Summary of forces measurements and calculated drag coefficients for each ELJ structure using spatiallyaveraged downstream velocity for the entire flow and that restricted in space incident to structure.
Structure
ELJ-1
ELJ-2

FD (N)
0.850.08
0.590.06

Entire flow
<v> (m/s)
CD
0.125
0.30
0.125
0.29

Incident to structure
<v> (m/s)
CD
0.087
0.42
0.047
0.78

Movable-bed methods
The experimental parameters for the movable-bed model are summarized in Table 3. The
sediment used has a median grain size D50 of 0.35 mm, chosen because of its local availability.
As such, some relaxation of the movable-bed model parameters is required based on
experimentation with this sediment.
Initial experimentation focused on optimizing the flow conditions and alluvial response to an
introduced ELJ using this sediment. Sand was placed into the flume, and a trapezoidal channel
was cut into the moistened sediment (see Table 3; Bennett et al., 2008). With a single ELJ-1
placed into the channel, experiments were conducted by varying the flow depth h from 0.09 to
0.12 m at a flow rate of 0.0268 m3 s-1. This was done to ensure that that sufficient bed
adjustment (erosion) would be observed near the structure within a 24-hr period of continuously
running the experiment while still maintaining bed stability elsewhere in the channel. A final
model flow depth hm of 0.104 m was selected based on these initial tests, and all movable-bed
parameters were revised accordingly (Table 3).
A preliminary movable-bed experiment is presented here. After the sand bed was prepared, the
flume was filled with water, flow was initiated, and a single ELJ-1 structure was placed along the
sidewall 4.6 m downstream of the headbox. The structure was submerged to a depth of 0.114 m
and embedded about 0.01 m into the sand bed. The experiment then ran continuously for 24 hrs.
After this time, the pumps were shut down gradually to preserve the morphologic details of the
adjusted channel.
Close-range aerial digital photogrammetry was performed to quantify these channel changes.
The system comprises a 10.1 MP Canon EOS Rebel XS camera with a 24 mm lens mounted to a
sliding carriage suspended approximately 3.3 m above the channel. Three sets of thirteen
photographs were taken in-sequence approximately 0.2 m apart, beginning at the downstream
end of the flume. A single pre-experiment set captured initial channel topography, and two postexperiment sets captured and confirmed the final channel configuration. Photogrammetry was
performed with Photomodeler Scanner, in which the final ground points of the digital elevation
model (DEM) exhibited a total mean error of 1.8 mm. The difference between the pre- and
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post-experiment DEMs provides a measure of net erosion or deposition within the flume as a
result of the ELJ.
Movable-bed preliminary results
Using the movable-bed model parameters and procedure, morphologic adjustment to the
introduction of the single ELJ is presented. Figure 7 displays an orthophotograph depicting the
entire movable-bed channel, the position of ELJ-1, and visible characteristics of scour resulting
from its deployment. Also included in this figure is a contour map of the change in bed surface
topography showing net erosion (negative values) and deposition (positive values).
The presence of the ELJ can cause localized erosion and deposition of sediment. The greatest
net erosion correlates in space to the position of ELJ-1. This area of bed scour extends from the
leading edge of ELJ-1 downstream to the end of the experimental channel, reaching its greatest
lateral extent approximately 0.5 m downstream of the structure. The eroded sediment is
deposited parallel to and immediately downstream of the scour hole, forming depositional bars.
The area of the experimental channel affected by the ELJ, however, is extensive. First, the area
of bed erosion and deposition gradually increases with increasing distance downstream, even
though the magnitude of the net adjustment decreases. Second, there is measurable bank erosion
of and bank-toe deposition near the opposite streambank. These observations suggest that the
area of influence for the ELJ is significantly larger than its actual dimensions. Most importantly,
no net erosion or deposition is observed along the bank directly downstream of ELJ-1, thus
demonstrating its efficacy in bank protection.
These preliminary results show a marked alluvial response to LWD. Svoboda and Russell
(2011) also noted that the areas of maximum scour occur where flow rapidly accelerates around
the leading edge of a LWD structure, in the center of the channel and downstream of the
structure. Yet the ELJ used here, which is a relatively complex structure, produced more erosion
of the opposite bank and a larger zone of maximum scour as compared to those experiments that
deployed relatively simple LWD designs or single elements (Beschta, 1983; Cherry and Beschta,
1989; Wallerstein et al., 2001; Svoboda and Russell, 2011). This observation may be especially
relevant in the deployment of ELJs along the Big Sioux River, where disruption or erosion of the
channel’s opposite bank is to be avoided (S. Brich, pers. comm.).
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Figure 7. Channel adjustment to ELJ-1 using the movable-bed model. Orthophotograph (upper) shows ELJ-1 in the
channel, with downstream bed adjustment visible (the white squares are used as photogrammetric targets). The
contour map (lower) displays the relative erosion (negative values) and deposition (positive values) that occurred in
response to introducing ELJ-1 as compared to the prepared channel. In this figure, the textured box is the location
of the ELJ, the arrow shows the flow direction, and the dashed lines demarcate the toe of the streambank of the
trapezoidal channel.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS FOR PHYSICAL-SCALE MODELING
The principles of physical-scale modeling are used to investigate the forces acting upon, and the
hydraulic and geomorphic effects of, complex ELJs to be installed along the Big Sioux River,
SD. Physical models of the prototype are constructed for a selected discharge to evaluate the
behavior and effects of two commonly employed ELJ designs. Froude-number scaling is
appropriate to investigate the hydraulics and morphodynamics of open-channel flows, and it is
the preferred approach to scale such river models. Fixed- and movable-bed model dimensions
and all hydraulic parameters reflect the resulting scaling ratios for the depth-distorted models,
and their derivations are presented and discussed. Relaxation of the Shields parameter and
particle Reynolds number scaling ratios for the movable-bed model enables the use of flows,
facilities, and materials typically available in research laboratories. These scaling procedures
also are applied to the available timber to be used to construct the ELJs in the prototype, and the
structures used in the models reflect this scaling. By adopting and applying this scaling
procedure, the experimentalist is assured that the results obtained will capture well the hydraulic
and morphodynamic response of the prototype to the installed ELJs.
Preliminary results obtained from the physical models illustrate the effects of ELJs on open
channel flow. The ELJs in the fixed-bed model had a measurable effect on localized flow,
causing deceleration of flow near the structure and acceleration of flow away from the structure.
Yet spatially-averaged flow velocity and depth remained the same. Downstream drag forces
measured on the ELJs were approximately an order of magnitude larger than the measured crossstream forces, and drag coefficients varied from 0.3 to 0.7 depending on the velocity scale used.
The ELJ in the movable-bed model created areas of localized scour and deposition, yet this zone
of influence extended markedly both downstream and across the channel.
Design methods for prototype-scaled physical river models, and especially for creating and
evaluating prototype-scaled ELJ models, may be adapted to reflect dimensions and hydraulic
parameters of other rivers undergoing restoration. By including complex, multi-element scaled
models of ELJs in these experiments, the transferability of experimental results to the prototype
will be enhanced and potentially lead to improvements in river restoration design. Physical-scale
modeling remains a relevant and viable experimental tool for evaluating ELJ designs, for
assessing the potential impacts and outcomes of alternative restoration schemes, and for
investigating additional aspects of river and ecosystem restoration.
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INTRODUCTION TO FIXED-BED PHYSICAL MODELING
Large woody debris (LWD) plays a vital role in stream ecosystems. Historically, much erosion
of riverbanks and many channel changes have been ascribed to in-stream wood, resulting in the
need for clearance and removal of in-stream LWD (Gippel et al., 1996; Montgomery et al.,
2003). Over the past several decades, however, the beneficial influence of LWD as a control on
ecological responses, channel morphology (Brooks, 1999; Cohen, 2000), and channel processes
(Buffington and Montgomery, 1999; Manga and Kirchner, 2000; Gurnell et al., 2002) has been
recognized. As a result, LWD now is being reintroduced into streams to rehabilitate these rivers,
and numerous studies on LWD have been conducted.
Many researchers have concentrated on the role of LWD in biological processes. Large pieces of
woody debris complicate stream channels by presenting channel obstructions either individually
or clustering into jams, which leads to formations of pools due to abrupt decreases of velocity
(Wilcox and Wohl, 2006) and an increase of the deposition of fine sediment (Manners et al.,
2007). Consequently, LWD offers habitat not only for fish but also for invertebrate fauna, and it
provides stable substrate for varied aquatic organisms, especially fungi and bacteria (Gregory et
al., 1991; Lester and Boulton, 2008), which simultaneously alters fish abundance and
communities (Lehane et al., 2002). Recognition has grown regarding the introduction of large
wood as a beneficial habitat-rehabilitation tool, and its use is becoming more common
worldwide (Bernhardt et al., 2005).
Studies of the pattern of LWD accumulation (Braudrick et al. 1997), the dynamics of large
woody material (Costigan and Daniels, 2013), and the influence that LWD has on fluvial form
(Keller and Swanson, 1979; Piegay and Gurnell, 1997; Hogan et al., 1998a) indicate that large
pieces of wood are critical for channel morphology in diverse environments. The environments
include sand-bed channels to boulder-rich mountain rivers (Faustini and Jones, 2003; Wallerstein
and Thorne, 2004; Haschenburger and Rice, 2004), and from low- to high-gradient river systems
(Keller and Swanson, 1979; Gurnell and Gregory, 1995; Daniels, 2006). After having studied
twenty-three river reaches in degrading sand-bed rivers, Wallerstein and Thorne (2004) noted
LWD deflector jams caused flow energy dissipation and trapped more sediment than they
scoured, thereby adjusting the transport of sediment through the channel. Moreover, LWD forces
the flow to not impinge on banks by creating concentrated turbulence zones (Abbe et al. 1997).
In some cases, woody debris is rooted into the banks, which is effective for bank protection
(Keller and Swanson, 1979).
There is little doubt that channel morphology and bed-surface texture are altered by changes in
channel hydraulics due to the presence of LWD. Hydraulically functioning as large roughness
elements, woody debris complicates flow environment, decreases mean velocity, and modifies
the water surface profile (Gippel, 1995; Abbe and Montgomery, 1996). It is widely reported that
although LWD accounts for a small percent of the surface area of streams, LWD can be the
dominant cause of the total flow resistance (Manga and Kirchner, 2000; Buffington, 2001).
Specifically, Wilcox and Wohl (2006) report that increases in LWD density enlarge flow
resistance, and that the location and orientation of LWD play a significant role in flow resistance.
On the other hand, removal of LWD (in Australia, the United States, and the United Kingdom) is
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well documented. Removal of LWD dramatically decreases values of Manning's roughness
coefficient (Shields and Gippel, 1995), and the withdrawal of wood from a small pool-riffle
river increases boundary shear stress. The withdrawal also releases sediment from previous wood
dams, thereby changing bed-load transport rates (Smith et al., 1993). Detailed studies exist
showing changes of the position of the high-velocity core and the formation of helical flow
(Daniels and Rhoads, 2003), indicating that LWD obstruction generates backwater effects by
reducing of velocity downstream (Wallerstein et al., 1997), and they can create even dead-water
zones (Gippel, 1995), which are significant for fish as refuges and sources of food (Bisson et al.
1987).
One practical means of reintroducing large wood elements into a stream is to construct
engineered log jams (ELJs) in degraded corridors (Abbe et al., 1997; Brooks, 2006). Engineered
log jams have been deployed in stream channels on the premise that they may function as
substitutes for natural wood jams to fulfill ecological restoration requirements by modifying
biological, geomorphic, and hydraulic complexity (Mutz et al., 2007; Shields et al., 2008; Collins
et al., 2012). Although design criteria exist, such as the construction and installation guidelines
of ELJs (Shields et al., 2004; Brooks, 2006; Abbe and Brooks, 2011), the understanding of the
implementation of ELJs in river restoration and prediction of their long-term effects on stream
morphodynamics are still needed (Reclamation and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2012).
Because direct measurement of hydraulic parameters in streams is extremely difficult, using
physical models to conduct laboratory flume experiments is an alternate approach. Previous
flume studies have investigated the general effects of LWD on channel bed scour (Cherry and
Beschta, 1989; Wallerstein et al., 2001), flow resistance (Wilcox and Wohl, 2006), and drag
coefficient (Gippel et al., 1992; Wallerstein et al., 2002). Few studies, however, have introduced
scaling principles into physical models, and not doing so might bring about possible problems in
the interpretation and application of these experimental results to natural systems. Because LWD
jams in the field and hydrodynamic features of flow around LWD are complex, a well-designed
physical scale model might have shortcomings and limits in the representation of effects of LWD
on flow (Wallerstein et al., 2001), let alone with related scaling employed.
The study described here is part of a research program that aims to improve the design criteria of
ELJ structures used in stream restoration projects to gain a deeper understanding of the effect of
their introduction on stream flow, and to optimize the usage of ELJs in the ecologic and
geomorphic processes of river ecosystems. The watercourse chosen as a prototype is a 30 mi (48
km) section of the Big Sioux River, SD, which is scaled into a distorted Froude-scaled model.
The objectives of the present study are (1) to examine the effects of ELJs on fixed-bed flume
flow, such as velocity and shear stress distribution, (2) to compare the influence of different
types of ELJs on time-mean and turbulent flow, and (3) to provide some guidance for the use of
ELJ’s in natural river systems.
Methodology for fixed-bed physical modeling
The experiments were conducted in a tilting recirculating flume, 1.9 m wide, 7 m long, and 0.5 m
deep with 90 fixed banks (Figure 8), which is the generalized distorted Froude-scaled model for
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the prototype Big Sioux River, SD. In order to maintain Froude-number scaling Fr = 1, flow
depth H is set equal to 0.11 m because the flow rate is determined by the capacity of laboratory
equipment. Laboratory pumps deliver a maximum discharge of 0.0268 m3/s, which corresponds
to the 1.48-yr return period within the prototype.
Two engineered log jam (ELJ) models were applied. The two structures, called ELJ-1 and ELJ-2,
are slightly modified versions of a bank-attached deflector jam based on a general description by
Brooks (2006; Abbe and Brooks, 2011). The difference between ELJ-1 and ELJ-2 is that ELJ-1
represents a two-tiered design, while ELJ-2 is a single-tier with an orientation at an angle
approximately 45 downstream according to flow (Figures 4 and 5). Both of them were
produced using similar elements, dimensions, and design criteria. Model ELJs include five layers
of elements: three layers of key elements with a diameter of 0.032 m, and two layers of notched,
cross-spanning logs with an effective diameter of 0.019 m. Key and cross-spanning logs retain
their rootwads oriented either upstream or parallel to the flow, and model element length is 0.401
m, which corresponds to mean log length of timbers used in the prototype field. The height for
both models is 0.15 m, and model ELJ-1 penetrates 0.4 m into flow, while ELJ-2 penetrates
0.282 m.

Figure 8. Experimental hydraulic flume, looking upstream from the tail gate.

There are two experiment configurations deployed in the present study: 1) only one structure in
the flow and 2) two identical structures in the flow with different separation distance. In onestructure configuration, three-dimensional velocity measurements were obtained using an
acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) at five cross-sections in three different situations. The
ADV system contains a probe with four acoustic receiving transducers and a transmission
transducer, an ADV processor, and an electronics module for signal conditioning. It measures
streamwise u, lateral v, and vertical w components of instantaneous flow velocity in a small
cylindrical sampling volume (6 mm diameter, <15 mm height) situated 50 mm away from the
side-looking probe head. This confines the closest distance of a velocity profile to the flume wall
within a cross-section. To guarantee that the transducers of the probe are submerged and do not
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touch the bed during data collection, the highest position of velocity measurement within a
velocity profile is 25 mm below the water surface and the lowest is around 12 mm above the bed.
Each vertical profile contains 11 sample locations (Figure 9(a)). Except the lowest point, the
distance between the lower 5 points is 5 mm, which is denser than the upper area (distance
between two neighboring points is 10 mm). At each sample location, the ADV measured flow
velocities at 75 Hz for 120 seconds. There are 24 profiles in a cross-section: half of the total
points with a 50 mm distance between points are located in the near-structure field 70 mm from
the wall or around 36.8% of the width of the flume. Experimental flow depths for all vertical
profiles were measured with a point gauge to the nearest millimeter.
(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) Map of sample locations of single-structure configuration. (b) Post map of sample locations of
multiple-structure configuration. The height y above the bed is normalized by flow depth d, the distance x across
the flume is normalized by flume width B, and symbols are the sample locations.

With respect to the location of cross-sections, one cross-section was located in the absence of
structures in the measurement area, where the flow is uniform and unaffected by the weirs
downstream. This without-structure cross-section is measured as a reference (and called the
reference condition). In the other two situations, there is one ELJ type and only one ELJ structure
in the flow at a time. In the with-structure case, two cross-sections, upstream and downstream,
are measured. One cross-section is located 0.05 m upstream of the ELJ, which is about one ninth
of the width of the structure, whereas the other cross-section is located 0.09 m downstream of the
ELJ, which is the shortest distance between the probe and the structure owing to equipment
limitation.
For the two-structure experiments, there were only two identical ELJs in the flume, and the
distances between the two structures were respectively 7.5H, 15H, and 30H (H was the flow
depth, which was 0.11 m). For each configuration, the downstream structure was the target, and
measurements of the flow were restricted in space to the penetration distance of the ELJ-1 or 0.4
m, which was also used for ELJ-2. Figure 9(b) shows the sample locations for the two-structure
configuration. Velocity data were collected by the ADV at eight vertical profiles spaced 0.05 m
apart, and each profile contained 5 vertical locations spaced 20 mm apart, except the two lowest
points were spaced 15 mm apart. The highest measurement locations were 25 mm below the
water surface. The measurement planes were 2H (0.22 m) downstream and upstream of the
downstream ELJ structure. Same as the whole-flow field experiment, a reference plane was
measured in clear-water condition. Meanwhile, in the near-flow field, another reference
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condition experiment was conducted using only one structure in the flow, whose sampling grids
were the same as those with two identical structures.
Post-processing of the velocity data was carried out with the public domain software WinADV
(Wahl, 2000). WinADV filters the data using the correlation parameter to enhance the quality of
the measurement. Data with correlation coefficient of less than 0.70 were rejected (Lane et al.,
1998). The phase-space threshold method was used to remove erroneous data points detected as
spikes (Goring and Nikora, 2002). While most datasets included one or two spikes, in general,
more than 96% of the samples were retained.
River channel processes, for instance sediment transport, bank and bed erosion, and flow
resistance, are influenced by turbulence. Bed shear stress and shear velocity u* are
fundamental variables in stream research to analyze turbulence (Wilcock, 1996). One of the
commonly employed techniques to evaluate bed shear stress is the Karman-Prandtl law of the
wall, which utilizes the logarithmic relation between the shear velocity and the variation of
velocity with height (Wilcock, 1996). Experience, however, has shown that fitting a logarithmic
profile to velocity data for shear stress calculation can be in error (Dietrich and Whiting, 1990).
Moreover, with the presence of ELJs, flow profiles are not logarithmic in most places, especially
near the structures, in which case this method is problematic, and therefore the law of the wall
method is not used in this present study.
While analyzing turbulent flows, the velocity is described with mean and fluctuating
components. For instance, the streamwise velocity components at any point in time can be
defined as:
̅

(17)

where ̅ is the time average of u, defined as:
̅

∫

(18)

where T is the time period, and the fluctuating component. The time average value of is
assumed to be zero. Similar definitions apply for lateral v and vertical w velocity components.
The turbulence intensity is calculated based on the turbulent fluctuation values described above.
Root-mean-square (RMS) values of three components are one of the measures of the magnitude
of the turbulence. The root-mean-square velocity is defined as:

where

,

√̅̅̅̅

(19)

√̅̅̅̅

(20)

√̅̅̅̅̅

(21)

, and

are root-mean-square velocities of streamwise, lateral, and vertical
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velocity components, respectively and , , and
are fluctuations of time-averaged values in
equation 2-2, and the overbars represent time-average values.
The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) method uses the RMS of the three components of velocity as
the turbulence measurement. The TKE method was used to estimate bed shear stress, which is
extensively applied in oceanography (Williams et al., 1999; Huthnance et al., 2002):
(̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅̅)

(22)
(23)

where is a proportionality constant, which has a reported range of 0.18 to 0.21 based on
Soulsby (1983).
Bed shear stress can also be determined from Reynolds stress distribution, because the value of
can be assumed to be close to that of near-bed Reynolds stress:
̅̅̅̅̅̅

(24)

̅̅̅̅̅̅

(25)

where
is Reynolds stress in the streamwise and vertical plane,
shear stress, z is height above the bed (Biron et al., 2004).

is fluid density,

is bed

Values of Reynolds stress in the streamwise and vertical plane and TKE of each vertical velocity
profile against the normalized height were fitted to a trendline using linear regression. According
to equations 2-8 and 2-9, while the normalized height y/d is equal to zero, estimations of bed
shear stress were attained. Bed shear stress using Reynolds stress method is denoted as
and
that obtained by TKE method is referred to
.
To measure the effects of ELJ structures on the whole flow, spatially-averaged flow parameters
were calculated by:
∫ ∫

(26)

where A is the cross-section area of the flow, R is the flow parameter in question, and B is the
flume width. Due to the experimental limits, it is difficult to measure the values of the flow
parameters at the bed and banks. Theoretically, as the values of the flow parameters near the bed
and banks are extremely low, and it was assumed that values at the bed and along the flume
sidewalls were zero, and that the values at the water surface were set to be equal to the values of
samples below the surface. At any point, three velocity components were used to calculate the
velocity magnitude, Umag:
√

(27)
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RESULTS FOR FIXED-BED EXPERIMENTS

The bulk flow parameters for the experiment
Other than three-dimensional velocity components and their RMS values, Reynolds stress in the
streamwise and vertical plane,
, TKE, and bed shear stress derived from Reynolds stress, ,
and TKE method,
are among the primary flow parameters. A brief summary of spatialaveraged values of the primary flow parameters and flow depth in five entire cross-sections is
presented in Table 3.1. Among these values, the mean uo (0.117 m/s) for the reference condition
is used to normalize all velocity components, the velocity magnitude, the RMS of u, v, w, and
TKE. Besides,
, , and
have been nondimensionalized by spatially-averaged
for
the reference condition, that is 0.058 Pa. Contour maps (based on kriging interpolation
algorithm) of each dimensionless value of flow parameters were performed using Surfer.

d
(m)

u
(m/s)

Table 6. Summary of spatially-averaged flow values
v
w
Umagb
urms
vrms
wrms
TKE

c

d

e

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(10-4 m2/s2)

(Pa)

(Pa)

(Pa)

DT-1a

0.115

0.116

0.005

0.008

0.118

0.011

0.007

0.011

1.93

0.012

0.087

0.112

DT-2

0.112

0.119

0.005

0.01

0.119

0.01

0.006

0.011

1.5

0.02

0.064

0.078

UT-1

0.115

0.117

0.016

0.009

0.119

0.01

0.006

0.011

1.35

0.025

0.061

0.073

UT-2

0.114

0.118

0.008

0.009

0.119

0.009

0.006

0.011

1.32

0.024

0.059

0.07

RC
0.114 0.117
-0.004 0.01
0.117
0.009 0.006 0.01
1.26
0.019 0.058
0.064
a
DT refers to downstream, UT is upstream, and number 1 and 2 represent with-ELJ1 and with-ELJ2 respectively. RC
refers to reference condition.
b
c
Umag is velocity magnitude.
Reynolds stress on the streamwise and vertical plane
d
e
Bed shear stress derived from TKE method
Bed shear stress derived from Reynolds method

Analysis of the reference condition
Spatial pattern of time-averaged flow without structures
The contour map of time-averaged streamwise component of velocity u in the reference crosssection (Figure 11) is consistent with the theoretical velocity pattern in steady, uniform flow,
represented as a parabolic shape. Compared with streamwise velocity, v and w in the reference
cross-section are much smaller, about one tenth of u (Figures 10, 11, and 12). Meanwhile, both
of them vary slightly throughout the whole cross-section, which provides an ideal reference for
the analyses of the fluctuation due to the ELJ structures described later.
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𝑢
𝑢

Figure 10. Contour plots of normalized time-averaged streamwise u velocity component. The penetration distance
of the ELJs into the flow is shown. The middle two maps are the upstream cross-sections, the lower two the
downstream ones. The reference condition map is shown in upper left.
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Figure 11. Contour plots of normalized time-averaged lateral v velocity component. The penetration distance of
the ELJs into the flow is shown. The middle two maps are the upstream cross-sections, the lower two the
downstream ones. The reference condition map is shown in upper left.
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Figure 12. Contour plots of normalized time-averaged vertical w velocity component. The penetration distance of
the ELJs into the flow is shown. The middle two maps are the upstream cross-sections, the lower two the
downstream ones. The reference condition map is shown in upper left.

With regard to patterns of turbulence kinetic energy, Reynolds stress in the streamwise and
vertical plane, and the root-mean-square values of velocity components for the reference
condition (Figures 13, 14, 16), they have similar distributions with slight variances as compared
to the velocity components. Also, the patterns show that the RMS,
, and TKE values are
largest in the central bottom of the flume and decrease as the distance away from the central bed
increases, as expected (Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993).
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Figure 13. Contour plots of standardized time-averaged values of (a) TKE and (b) RMS of streamwise velocity
component (b). The penetration distance of the ELJs into the flow is shown. In (a) or (b), the middle two maps
are the upstream cross-sections, the lower two the downstream ones, and the top is the reference condition.
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Figure 14. Contour plots of standardized time-averaged values of RMS of (a) v velocity component and (b) RMS
of w velocity component. The penetration distance of the ELJs into the flow is shown. In (a) or (b), the middle
two maps are the upstream cross-sections, the lower two the downstream ones, and the top is the reference
condition.
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Analysis of evaluation of bed shear stress for the reference condition
The results for determining bed shear stress using Reynolds stress
and TKE methods
are
present in Figure 15(a). This plot shows that the patterns of
and
are practically
conformable with one another. As a measure of goodness of fit, the norm of the residuals of the
fitting result of each method is shown in Figure 15(b). On the whole, the pattern of the
distribution of the norm of Reynolds stress method (Nr) is similar to that of TKE method (Ntke). It
is noticed, however, that the median and the middle box of Nr are lower than those of Ntke, which
indicates that, in general, bed shear stress
obtained from Reynolds stress method is slightly
more dependable than that from TKE method. This is in agreement with the results from Biron et
al. (2004), who suggested Reynolds shear stress rather than TKE method should be applied
ideally, especially in clear flow field.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. (a) Bed shear stress obtained by Reynolds stress and TKE method. (b) Distribution of the norm of the
residuals of linear regression of Reynolds stress and TKE method. The norm of the residuals is dimensionless
using , spatially-averaged
for the reference condition.

As described in equations 23 and 24, in the near-bed level, it can be assumed that Reynolds shear
stress
and
are equivalent to bed shear stress. The value of C in equation 23 to achieve
this agreement is 0.23, which is slightly larger than previous values. Both methods yield an
inverted V-shaped trend with a peak of normalized bed shear stress (about 1.2) occurring around
the center of the flume, and
decreasing 50% to ~0.6 at the sidewalls. Also, the values of
in 19 out of 24 locations are greater than those of
. Although the normalized values of
and
are rarely exactly identical, the normalized difference between them is below 0.2.
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𝜏𝑢𝑤
𝜏

Figure 16. Contour plots of normalized time-averaged of Reynolds stress in the streamwise and vertical plane.
The penetration distance of the ELJs into the flow is shown. The middle two maps are the upstream crosssections, the lower two the downstream ones. The reference condition map is shown in upper.

Spatially-averaged flow for the reference condition
All spatially-averaged flow values for the reference condition are shown in Table 6. Although
the root-mean square value of the w component is small, around 10 mm/s, the w component
plays a significant role in the total turbulence kinetic energy as does the u component. In general,
the contribution of each component as proportions to the spatially-averaged values to the ratio of
̅̅̅̅: ̅̅̅̅ : ̅̅̅̅̅, is about 1:0.4:1 (Table 6). This is evidently different from previous studies,
which suggested that ̅̅̅̅ is the dominant contributor, while ̅̅̅̅̅ was of least significance
(Sukhodolov et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2000; Daniels and Rhoads, 2004). It is possible that the
instrument noise errors related to vertical velocity variances are larger than those associated with
cross-section velocity component variances (Lohrmann et al., 1995). The difference between
streamwise velocity component and the velocity magnitude is small, because of the low values of
lateral and vertical velocity components. The value of spatially-averaged lateral component is -4
mm/s, which shows the direction of v is to the left (looking upward, positive values of v means
that the orientation of v is to the right, while negative values are to the left).
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With respect to bed shear stress,
and
for the reference condition are 0.064 and 0.058 Pa,
respectively. The difference between them is small. One of the most popular methods for bed
shear stress evaluation is the reach-average bed shear stress (also referred to as slope-depth
product), which is defined as:
(28)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, h is flow depth and Sf is the bed slope (BabaeyanKoopaei et al., 2002). The flow parameters scaled for the prototype and used in the physical
model are the following: the mean bed slope used here was 0.0005 and flow depth is 0.11 m. The
average bed shear stress derived from the slope-depth product (Equation 3-1) is therefore 0.539
N m-2, which is about ten times the values of
and
in the reference cross-section. Note
that because of the difficulty in setting the tilt of the flume and the limited length of the flume,
the slope may be imprecise greatly, thus this value of shear stress may be in error.
Analysis of the cross-sections with ELJ structures
Spatial pattern of time-averaged flow with ELJ structures
In the upstream cross-sections, the u component is slightly diminished near the structure for both
ELJ-1 and 2 (Figure 10). There are some pronounced observations in upstream flow field that the
pattern of lateral component is vertically-oriented wavy, and that the wavy pattern ascribed to
ELJ-1 is denser and more intense than the pattern due to ELJ-2 (Figure 11). It is not surprising
that in the upstream cross-section the structure affects v component dramatically, because the
structure is designed as nonporous. It can be deemed that no flow is passing through the jam,
which causes the flow to change its direction (Manner et al., 2007). According to the shape of
ELJ-1 and ELJ-2, the flow hits ELJ-1 with a larger angle than ELJ-2. As for w component, it is
noticeable that the structures reduce the vertical component values in the near bank environments
(Figure 12), but for both upstream and downstream flow the change is remarkably small, about
0.03 of , which is negligible. It can be concluded that the location of upstream measurements
(0.05 m upstream of ELJs) is within the effect zone of ELJs, which is in agreement with previous
studies (Brooks et al., 2006; Svoboda and Russell, 2011).
In downstream cross-sections, the parabolic patterns of u component are dramatically
compressed near the structure (Figure 10), resulting in a dense, vertically-oriented isopleth
region in the vicinity of ELJs, about 0.08 to 0.1 of the flume width, respectively corresponding to
one-half of the width of the ELJs. The values of the isopleth region range from 0.1 to 1.3, which
shows that the localized flow changes markedly. The compressing effect of the ELJs also
produces an accelerated flow spreading out from the edge of the structures toward the right bank
(looking upstream, starting from x/B= 0.21). This observation is in agreement with Bennett et al.
(2007). They reported that the vegetation zone reduces downstream velocities dramatically,
which alters the once uniform flow along the entire cross-section to be asymmetric.
Furthermore, within the penetration area of both types of structures, there are backwater
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phenomena just downstream of the ELJs. These observations are similar as Gippel et al. (1992),
who studied the distribution of velocity in stream with natural debris and reported large deadwater zones present immediately downstream of woody debris. As for v component in
downstream cross-sections, the pattern, which shows the flow became more streamlined, is not
so evident such as those waving pattern in upstream cases. It is assured that the ELJs
significantly modified v component for the downstream flow, because of the zones of relatively
high v component value around the middle of the flume (around x/B = 0.4). The spatial pattern of
v component for both types is similar.
Surprisingly, the spatial patterns of RMS of three velocity components are almost identical
(Figures 13b and 14). There is little doubt, however, that the pattern of turbulent kinetic energy
(Figure 13a) is similar to the RMS of velocity components, from which the TKE was calculated.
In upstream cross-sections, the change of the patterns of all Reynolds stresses and TKE is
negligible. Nonetheless, for these four parameters in downstream cross-sections, a compressed,
vertically-directed mixing layer with higher turbulence values occurs outside the ELJs, extending
around 70% of the structure’s width. This conforms with the analysis of the streamwise
component, which indicates that there is stronger turbulence in the neighboring area of the
structures. Moreover, both ELJs effectively create low turbulence zones near the flume sidewalls
in accordance with the pattern of u component, which provides a proof of their efficiency as
bank-protecting tools (Daniels and Rhoads, 2004). The above observation is generally consistent
with previous work on the effects of large woody debris on flow, which showed that the
vegetation created a high energy zone of flow in the neighboring area of the vegetation and
dampened the turbulence downstream the vegetation (Bennett et al., 2007; Manners et al., 2007).
It is evident from the spatial patterns of RMS values and TKE that ELJ-1 influences more
markedly than does ELJ-2, because the values of the vertically-oriented mixing layer due to ELJ1 are much larger than those due to ELJ-2.
As for Reynolds shear stress in the streamwsie and vertical plane
, there is little change of the
patterns in the upstream flow for both types. In downstream cross-section,
with ELJ-1 shows
a core with higher values (Figure 16, around x/B = 0.22), while a slight change is shown due to
ELJ-2. The presence of ELJ-1 structures alters the distribution of shear stress within the structure
penetration area, and the maximum shear stress occurs just at the edge of ELJ-1 in the lower flow
(Daniels and Rhoads, 2004; Bennett et al., 2007). Manners et al. (2007) also observed that with
nonporous wrapped jam present, the maximum shear stress was shown in the adjacent patch of
and downstream of the woody jam, although in the upstream flow field, shear stress remained
fairly constant.
Analysis of evaluation of bed shear stress in the presence of ELJs
All the spatial patterns verify the analyses described earlier of the flow parameters in
downstream cross-sections, indicating that high turbulence flow zones were generated in the
vicinity of the ELJs. Thus, it is not surprising that a peak of the bed shear stress from both the
Reynolds stress and the TKE method appears in the neighboring area of the ELJs in the
downstream flow fields (Figure 17). Generally, the Reynolds stress and the TKE methods agree
with each other both in the upstream and downstream cross-sections. Moreover, the evaluated
values of using the Reynolds stress method in the reference condition and in the flow with
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ELJs are normally higher than using the TKE methods. It is evident from this examination that
for both types of structures, except the values in the peak area, most of the
and
values range from 0.5 to 1.5, while the peak value of the ELJ-1 is almost three times larger than
that of the ELJ-2 (Figure 17)

(a)

(b)

E -2

E -1

Figure 17. Normalized bed shear stress estimations of ELJ-1(a) and ELJ-2(b) using Reynolds stress and TKE
method.

With the presence of the ELJs, the flow field can be deemed locally complex. Biron et al. (2004)
suggested that in complex flow fields, the TKE method is more appropriate than the Reynolds
method, because in this case, the correlation of streamwise and vertical components may not
correctly reflect turbulence intensities. In addition, it is observable that the Reynolds method
yields an extremely high value outside the peak area for both structures (for ELJ-1, in the fourth
location from the left sidewall; for ELJ-2, the first location from the left sidewall). This may
result from the problematic representation of Reynolds method as Biron et al. (2004) described.
Spatially-averaged flow with ELJ structures
The spatially-averaged flow parameters with the presence of ELJs are shown in Table 6. The
streamwise velocity component u, velocity magnitude Umag, and flow depth d change only
slightly, for both upstream and downstream cases. There is a noteworthy exception: the variance
of the effect on lateral component in upstream is more than that in downstream flow field. This
change is more pronounced for ELJ-1 than it is for ELJ-2. Moreover, in the reference crosssection, the orientation of v component is towards the left wall, which is denoted by the negative
values. The v component in the with-structure cross-sections with ELJs shows a diverse direction
(all positive values). As described earlier, the values of v component are small, thus the change
of v component is of less importance. In summary, the ELJ structure has little effect on the
overall spatially-averaged flow.
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Analysis of the near-flow field with two ELJ structures

Spatial patterns of time-averaged flow in the near-flow field
Contour plots of u velocity component, the RMS of u component, Reynolds stress in the
streamwise and vertical plane, and TKE in the near-flow field with two ELJ structures present are
shown in Figures 18 to 21, respectively. It is evident that two ELJ structures modify the flow
dramatically. For the u component with only one structure present upstream, its spatial pattern
generally remains parabolic; however, with two structures present, its parabolic shape is replaced
by a vertical wavy pattern. As the distance between two structures increases, or with ELJ-2
present rather than ELJ-1, the wavy pattern is more obvious. With regard to
, the horizontal
pattern for the reference condition is changed dramatically due to ELJ structures, however, there
are no apparent patterns in two-structure configuration. The spatial patterns of RMS of u
component and TKE are similar, which also shows a vertical wavy pattern in the neighboring
area, when the between-structure distance increases from 7.5H to 30H, the wavy pattern
extended to left sidewall. Yet, it is difficult to determine the effect of the distance. The
quantification of the change of spatially-averaged flow due to different structure configuration is
described below.
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𝑢
𝑢

(a)

𝑢
𝑢

(b)

Figure 18. Contour plots of normalized u velocity component in the near-flow field with multiple ELJ-1 (a) and ELJ-2 (b) structures present.
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Figure 19. Contour plots of normalized root-mean-square of u velocity component in the near-flow field with multiple ELJ-1 (a) and ELJ-2 (b) structures
present.
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Figure 20. Contour plots of normalized Reynolds stress in the streamwise and vertical plane in the near-flow field with multiple ELJ-1 (a) and ELJ-2 (b)
structures present.
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Figure 21. Contour plots of normalized turbulence kinetic energy in the near-flow field with multiple ELJ-1 (a) and ELJ-2 (b) structures present.
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Spatially-averaged flow in the near-flow field
It is obvious that with the presence of two ELJs, in the near-flow field, a low-energy zone was
created with low velocity, TKE, and RMS of three velocity components (Table 7). Except u, w,
and the magnitude of velocity, which decreased regardless of the configuration, the values of
other flow parameters might be increased or decreased. Similar results with ELJ-2 in flow are
shown in Table 8.
Table 7. Summary of spatially-averaged flow with two ELJ-1 structures in the near-flow field
Upstream
*

RC
u (10-2 m/s )

Single
ELJ

2 ELJs
7.5H

2ELJs
15H

7.8

0.8

0.4

11.3

-2

v (10 m/s )

0.5

1.9

-2

w (10 m/s )

1

-2

Downstream

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.5

2
ELJs
30H
1.5
-0.4

2
ELJs
7.5H
0.3

Single
ELJ
1.3
0.1

0.3

2 ELJs
15H

2 ELJs
30H

1
0.2

2
-0.1

0.1

0.1

0.6

0

0.1

0.2

Umag (10 m/s )

11.3

8

0.9

1

2.6

1.5

0.8

2.1

2.1

urms (10-2 m/s )

1

1.2

0.7

1.1

1.9

1.2

0.8

1.4

1.3

0.7

0.7

0.5

0.9

1.3

0.8

0.8

1.3

1.2

wrms (10 m/s)

1

1

0.7

0.7

1.3

1.1

1

0.9

(Pa)

-0.015

0.02

-0.005

0

0.023

1.5

0.7

1.6

3.6

0.7
0.001
1.1

-2

vrms (10 m/s )
-2

TKE (10-4 m2/s2)
1.3
* Flow in the reference condition

-0.026
1.6

0.003

-0.013

2.4

1.5

Table 8. Summary of spatially-averaged flow with two ELJ-2 structures in the near-flow field
Upstream
RC*
u (10-2 m/s )
-2

v (10 m/s)
-2

w (10 m/s )
-2

Umag (10 m/s )

10.8

Single
ELJ
8.6

2 ELJs
7.5H
0.8

2 ELJs
15H
0.4

2 ELJs
30H
2

Single
ELJ
1.7

2 ELJs
7.5H
0.5

2 ELJs
15H
1.6

2 ELJs
30H
2.3

0.5

0.8

0.2

0.4

-0.5

0

0.2

-0.2

-0.2

0.9

0.5

0

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.3

10.8

8.7

1

1.7

2.7

1.8

1.5

2.3

2.4

-2

1

1.1

0.6

1

1.5

0.7

1

1.4

1.1

-2

0.7

0.7

0.5

0.8

1.1

0.5

0.8

1.2

0.9

1

0.8

0.9

1.3

1

1

1.2

1

0.018

0.005

-0.019

-0.015

-0.001

-0.021

-0.021

-0.024

1.4

0.7

1.3

2.8

1.3

1.6

2.5

1.3

urms (10 m/s)
vrms (10 m/s)
-2

wrms (10 m/s)

1

(Pa)
-4

-0.015
2

2

TKE (10 m /s )
*

Downstream

1.2

Flow in the reference condition.

Assessing the effect of ELJs on spatially-averaged flow
The effects of ELJs on spatially-averaged flow for the entire cross-sections and for the near-flow
field are quantified by the equation:
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(29)

0

where R is the spatially-averaged flow parameter, R0 is the corresponding values for the reference
condition, and Qr is the ratio.
Comparison of spatially-averaged flow in the presence of a single structure
As shown in the contour maps above, the introduction of a single ELJ structure locally affects
the flow markedly, creating high-intensity turbulence and dissipating water energy downstream
of the structure. Yet, it has little effect on spatially-averaged flow (described in Table 9).
Nevertheless, except for the value of the u component, values of other parameters are small in
magnitude, thus even a slight change will be enlarged. For example, is -0.004 m/s in the
reference cross-section, and it is 0.008 m/s in upstream cross-section with ELJ-2 (Table 3.1). The
change is small, 0.012 m/s, but the ratio is -2.
Table 9. Summary of the change of spatially-averaged flow in response to a single ELJ present compared to
the reference condition
d

u

v

w

Umagb

urms

vrms

wrms

TKE

c

DT-1a

1

1

-1.3

0.8

1

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.5

7.5

1.5

1.8

DT-2

1

1

-1.3

1

1

1.1

1

1.1

1.2

3

1.1

1.2

UT-1

1

1

-4

0.9

1

1.1

1

1.1

1.1

1.5

1.1

1.1

UT-2

1

1

-2

0.9

1

1

1

1.1

1

1.5

1

1.1

a

DT refers to downstream, UT is upstream, and number 1 and 2 represent with-ELJ1 and with-ELJ2 respectively.
Umag is velocity magnitude.
c
Reynolds stress on streamwise and vertical plane
b

The ratio of lateral component,
, and the TKE are dramatically large, even reaching 7.5 (DT1,
). In general, the effects of the ELJs on the downstream flow field are more pronounced
than on the corresponding upstream cases, which is consistent with the contour maps presented
earlier. For example, the ratio in
in the downstream cross-sections with ELJ-1 and ELJ-2
are 7.5 and 3 respectively, while in the upstream flow field both are 1.5.
The two types of structures have influence on flow in a certainly diverse extent. The effect of the
ELJ-1 is greater than that of the ELJ-2. The ratio of the lateral velocity component in the
upstream cross-section with ELJ-1 present is noticeably twice that with the ELJ-2 in flow (-4 and
-2). With respect to bed shear stress in downstream cross-sections, the normalized values of
and
in the presence of ELJ-1 are around 1 to 1.5, with higher values ranging from 3 to 9
near the ELJ-1 structure (Figure 3.8). For ELJ-2, the peak value of bed shear stress near the
structure is 3. Table 3.3 shows that the effects of ELJ-1 on and
are larger than those of
ELJ-2. In summary, ELJ-1 modifies turbulent flow more strongly than ELJ-2.
Comparison of spatially-averaged flow in the presence of two structures
The summary of the effect of multiple ELJ-1 and ELJ-2 structures on flow is shown in Tables 10
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and 11, respectively. It can be concluded that different structure configurations have some
common influence on flow. Multiple structures change the Reynolds stress the most dramatically
(the highest ratio reaching 6.6 with ELJ-2 present), they modify each velocity component less
noticeably (mostly around 0.2), and they affect the RMS of three velocity components and the
turbulence kinetic energy the least.
Table 10. Summary of the difference between the spatially-averaged flow values with two ELJ-1 structures
and those in clear-water flow.

U
V
W
Umag
urms

Upstream
Single
ELJ
0.7
3.8
0.2
0.7
1.2

2
ELJs
7.5H
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.7

2 ELJs
15H
0
1
0.1
0.1
1.1

2 ELJs
30H
0.1
-0.8
0.1
0.2
1.9

Downstream
Single
2
ELJs
ELJs
7.5H
0.1
0
0.2
0.6
0.6
0
0.1
0.1
1.2
0.8

2 ELJs
15H
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.2
1.4

2 ELJs
30H
0.2
-0.2
0.2
0.2
1.3

vrms
wrms

1
1

0.7
0.7

1.3
0.7

1.9
1.3

1.1
1.1

1.1
0.7

1.9
1

1.7
0.9

-1.3

0.3

0

-1.5

1.7

0.1

-0.2

0.9

1.2

0.5

1.2

2.8

1.2

0.8

1.8

1.2

TKE

Table 11. Summary of the difference between the spatially-averaged flow values with two ELJ-2 structures in
near-flow field and those in the clear-water flow.
Upstream

Downstream

U

Single
ELJ
0.8

2
ELJs
7.5H
0.1

2
ELJs
15H
0

2
ELJs
30H
0.2

Single
ELJ
0.2

2
ELJs
7.5H
0.1

2
ELJs
15H
0.2

2
ELJs
30H
0.2

V

1.8

0.4

0.8

-1.1

0

0.5

-0.4

-0.5

W

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.3

Umag

0.8

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.2

urms

1.1

0.7

1

1.6

0.7

1

1.4

1.1

vrms

1

0.7

1.2

1.7

0.8

1.3

1.8

1.3

wrms

1

0.7

0.9

1.3

1

1

1.2

1

1.3

0.3

2.4

6.6

0.5

3

6.6

5.8

-1.2

-0.3

1.3

1

0.1

1.4

1.4

1.6

TKE

The absolute ratios of spatially-averaged flow with multiple ELJ-1 or ELJ-2 structures are
plotted shown in Figures 22 to 24. There is little evidence for any linear trend or consistent
direction of the change for both upstream and downstream flow field. That is, for one specific
flow parameter, its change due to different structure configurations might be positive or negative.
Nonetheless, the ratio of spatially-averaged RMS values shows a pattern (Figure 20). In
upstream cases, the maximum changes occur in the 30H condition (e.g. more than 1.9 for urms,
vrms with ELJ-1 upstream), the minimum changes occur in the single-structure condition (Qr = 1
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for both ELJ-1 and ELJ-2). While the change of flow parameter values might be larger or smaller
than 1, the values of the ratios will have an increasing trend as the spacing between structures
increase. This is especially applicable for the RMS values of velocity components

Figure 22. Stem plots of the change in percentage of spatial-averaged velocity components with different
structures configurations.
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Figure 23. Stem plots of the change in percentage of spatial-averaged Reynolds stresses and the turbulence
kinetic energy with different structures configurations.
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Figure 24. Stem plots of the change in percentage of spatial-averaged RMS of three velocity components with
different structures configurations.

Analysis of drag forces on ELJs
Fluid forces (drag FD and lateral FL force) acting on scaled models of two engineered log jam
designs were evaluated. ELJs were deployed in nineteen (19) configurations, and these
configurations were similar for both structures. A minimum of one (1) ELJ and a maximum of
three (3) ELJs were deployed in the channel. Replicate experiments for the configurations also
were performed, giving a total of thirty-eight (38) experimental trials in 19 distinct
configurations for each jam type.
In each configuration, a single instrumented structure was deployed at a fixed location within the
flume (C1). This instrumented structure remained fixed at that position in all experiments and
served as the reference structure from which jam spacing was determined. Force measurements
were collected with a FUTEK MBA 400 biaxial load cell displaying a dynamic range of 200 N.
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All results are summarized Tables 12 and 13 and in Figures 25 to 28. Prototype-scaled FD and
FL values are also presented in tables 1 and 2.
Under configuration one (C1), a single, instrumented jam was deployed approximately twothirds of the length of the flume downstream of the head-box. Forces acting on this single
structure were measured for three (3) hours and resulting force data were averaged for the entire
period to provide preliminary or baseline data to compare later results from configurations two
(C2) through nineteen (C19). In all cases, positive drag force FD acts in the downstream
direction, whereas negative drag force acts in the upstream direction. Positive lateral force FL
acts toward the left flume wall, and whereas negative lateral force acts toward the right flume
wall.
In general, the presence of additional ELJs reduces significantly the drag force FD measured for
the instrumented ELJ. For ELJ-1,
N for the lone structure (C1). This valued then is
reduced to ~0.3 N, or about 64%, when other ELJ-1 structures are present. For ELJ-2,
N for the lone structure (C1). This valued then is reduced to ~0.25 N, or about 55%, when
other ELJ-2 structures are present. While the data suggest that FD tends to increase as the
distance between structures ⁄ increases, the experimental uncertainties of the measurements
indicate that these trends are not significant. It is important to note that the reduction in FD is
⁄ , which is a relatively large distance.
observed up to
In general, the presence of additional ELJs has a varying effect on the lateral force FL measured
for the instrumented ELJ. Yet the experimental uncertainty for FL suggests that the varied
effects are not significant. Moreover, the relative effect of FL on the structure and flow
hydrodynamics is considered minor since, in general,
1
.
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Table 12. Summary of model and prototype drag and lateral force results for ELJ-1.

ELJ 1 Model and Prototype-Scaled Drag and Lateral Forces (N)
Configuration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Description
1 str
3 str 5H rec upstream
3 str 5H rec middle
3 str 5H rec downstream
2 str 5H rec downstream
3 str 7.5H rec downstream
2 str 7.5H rec downstream
3 str 10H rec downstream
2 str 10H rec downstream
3 str 12.5H rec downstream
2 str 12.5H rec downstream
3 str 15H rec downstream
2 str 15H rec downstream
2 str 17.5H rec downstream
2 str 20H rec downstream
2 str 22.5H rec downstream
2 str 25H rec downstream
2 str 27.5H rec downstream
2 str 30H rec downstream

Drag Set 1
0.851
0.799
0.279
0.252
0.275
0.239
0.255
0.256
0.247
0.280
0.239
0.334
0.236
0.265
0.270
0.289
0.280
0.305
0.343

Model Forces (N)
Drag Set 2
Lateral Set 1
0.851
-0.023
0.775
0.009
0.253
0.059
0.226
0.065
0.257
0.073
0.217
0.080
0.244
0.086
0.258
0.105
0.252
0.106
0.288
0.120
0.229
0.110
0.327
0.113
0.228
0.112
0.252
0.110
0.251
0.114
0.267
0.116
0.254
0.120
0.290
0.121
0.318
0.121

Lateral Set 2
0.045
0.113
0.156
0.157
0.156
0.165
0.161
0.095
0.093
0.106
0.100
0.102
0.104
0.117
0.123
0.129
0.133
0.130
0.128
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Drag Set 1
7730.53
7259.32
2535.15
2288.18
2502.70
2175.39
2312.85
2322.55
2241.32
2546.61
2171.72
3039.31
2144.11
2411.99
2453.18
2629.68
2543.34
2773.68
3117.16

Drag Set 2
7729.70
7045.27
2302.87
2049.57
2331.58
1973.89
2215.46
2341.20
2289.47
2615.99
2082.86
2974.85
2074.52
2286.11
2284.46
2429.85
2307.73
2633.05
2886.58

Prototype-Scaled Forces (N)
Average drag
Lateral Set 1
7730.11
-211.73
7152.29
84.82
2419.01
534.59
2168.88
592.92
2417.14
661.46
2074.64
725.85
2264.16
782.43
2331.87
957.85
2265.40
965.84
2581.30
1088.14
2127.29
1003.92
3007.08
1023.01
2109.32
1021.07
2349.05
1002.88
2368.82
1038.67
2529.76
1057.18
2425.53
1090.89
2703.37
1097.12
3001.87
1097.64

Lateral Set 2
407.82
1024.32
1415.83
1429.06
1421.78
1503.68
1467.25
867.22
840.78
964.27
905.54
929.65
944.18
1062.10
1117.73
1168.19
1208.49
1181.12
1159.61

Average lateral
98.04
554.57
975.21
1010.99
1041.62
1114.77
1124.84
912.53
903.31
1026.20
954.73
976.33
982.63
1032.49
1078.20
1112.69
1149.69
1139.12
1128.63

Table 13. Summary of model and prototype drag and lateral force results for ELJ-2.

ELJ-2 Model and Prototype-Scaled Drag and Lateral Force (N)
Configuration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Description
1 str
3 str 5H rec upstream
3 str 5H rec middle
3 str 5H rec downstream
2 str 5H rec downstream
3 str 7.5H rec downstream
2 str 7.5H rec downstream
3 str 10H rec downstream
2 str 10H rec downstream
3 str 12.5H rec downstream
2 str 12.5H rec downstream
3 str 15H rec downstream
2 str 15H rec downstream
2 str 17.5H rec downstream
2 str 20H rec downstream
2 str 22.5H rec downstream
2 str 25H rec downstream
2 str 27.5H rec downstream
2 str 30H rec downstream

Drag Set 1
0.352
0.328
0.057
0.044
0.059
0.055
0.054
0.080
0.047
0.106
0.040
0.132
0.034
0.037
0.049
0.063
0.081
0.087
0.108

Model Forces (N)
Drag Set 2
Lateral Set 1
0.594
0.007
0.547
0.017
0.273
-0.017
0.253
-0.014
0.256
-0.016
0.255
-0.007
0.226
-0.008
0.258
0.016
0.222
0.002
0.285
0.032
0.215
0.010
0.317
0.042
0.217
0.026
0.230
0.040
0.243
0.060
0.264
0.067
0.275
0.070
0.262
0.067
0.286
0.068
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Lateral Set 2
0.006
0.036
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.010
-0.013
0.009
-0.008
0.019
-0.007
0.027
-0.001
0.008
-0.005
0.001
0.001
0.027
0.037

Drag Set 1
3202.19
2976.15
515.36
398.67
536.37
497.51
494.49
722.74
430.41
959.87
367.14
1202.07
310.34
335.40
446.71
571.44
734.21
788.55
983.60

Prototype-Scaled Forces (N)
Drag Set 2
Lateral Set 1
5394.09
60.52
4969.13
152.47
2479.14
-155.39
2296.86
-123.68
2323.61
-149.37
2319.68
-62.19
2057.76
-76.03
2344.72
141.50
2019.23
15.50
2591.76
292.09
1949.48
90.23
2884.08
385.01
1971.85
236.66
2090.57
359.54
2207.91
543.53
2396.91
613.10
2502.86
635.94
2378.41
607.98
2597.73
619.95

Lateral Set 2
53.71
327.90
-0.40
-0.21
8.52
91.24
-114.68
79.04
-70.84
175.31
-62.87
243.19
-4.66
69.09
-42.18
10.73
7.77
241.75
336.26

(a)

(b)
Figure 25. Drag forces acting on ELJ-1 for (a) Trial 1 and (b) Trial 2. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
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(c)

(d)
Figure 25. Scaled drag forces acting on ELJ-1 for (c) Trial 1 and (d) Trial 2. Error bars indicate one standard
deviation.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 26. Lateral forces acting on ELJ-1 for (a) Trial 1 and (b) Trial 2 as a function of the number of structures
and the spacing between structures. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
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(c)

(d)
Figure 26. Scaled lateral forces acting on ELJ-1 for (c) Trial 1 and (d) Trial 2 as a function of the number of
structures and the spacing between structures. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 27. Drag forces acting on ELJ-2 for (a) Trial 1 and (b) Trial 2 as a function of the number of structures
and the spacing between structures. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
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(c)

(d)
Figure 27. Scaled drag forces acting on ELJ-2 for (c) Trial 1 and (d) Trial 2 as a function of the number of
structures and the spacing between structures. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 28. Lateral forces acting on ELJ-2 for (a) Trial 1 and (b) Trial 2 as a function of the number of structures
and the spacing between structures. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
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(c)

(d)
Figure 28. Scaled lateral forces acting on ELJ-2 for (c) Trial 1 and (d) Trial 2 as a function of the number of
structures and the spacing between structures. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.

Analysis of fluid momentum in the presence of ELJs
Momentum balance analysis for two cases of ELJ-1 and ELJ-2 is done in an attempt to find the
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drag force acting on these two structures. This analysis is performed employing measured
velocity and flow depth. Velocity and flow depth were measured in two cross sections, at 95
mm upstream and downstream of the ELJs. Velocity measurements using ADV were collected
in 24 profiles across the cross section with higher density near the ELJs. Each profile includes
11 measurement locations with higher density near the bed; the first location is about 25 mm
below the flow surface and the last is about 8 mm above the bed. Flow surface and bed
elevations also were measured using a point gauge for those 24 locations across the cross section,
and flow depth was determined by differentiating surface and bed elevations.
The analytical formulation is based on a finite control volume C.V. encompassing a longitudinal
portion of the channel (Figure 29). The boundary of this volume, termed the control surface
C.S., is fixed in time and with respect to the channel, and the convention that the vector

differential area n  dA points always outward is used here.
The momentum equations governing the fluid motion through this control volume can be
expressed in the integral form

 g d 





n


p
I

T
d
A

F
D 


 V (n  V ) dA

C .V .

C .S .

C .S .



  

(30)


where ρ is water density, V is the velocity vector, p is pressure, I is unit tensor, T is shear stress

tensor, and FD is the drag force. It is apparent from Figure 29 that the only portions of the
control surface intersected by the flow are the inflow and outflow cross sections, A1 and A2 .
The flow is treated in this analysis as confined to a straight channel. Thus, it is sufficient to
consider the longitudinal components of Equation (30), that is:

  g S0 d 
C .V .



 n   pI  T  dA  F

D

C . S .*

    V12 dA1    V22 dA2
A1

(31)

A2

where S 0 is the channel slope. Assuming further that the pressure at the inflow and outflow cross
sections is hydrostatically distributed yields

1
2

1
2

 w S 0    w d i2 wi    w d i2 wi   b Ab   w Aw  FD    V j2 A j   V j2 A j
W1

W2

A1

(32)

A2

where  w is specific weight of water,  is total volume of water within the control volume, d i is
the representative flow depth of interval i of the cross section, wi is the width of interval i,  b is
the bed shear stress spatially averaged over the bed area of the control volume,  w is the wall
shear stress spatially averaged over the wall area of the control volume, Ab is the bed area, Aw is
the wet wall area, V j is the representative longitudinal velocity of cell j of the cross section, and
A j is the area of cell j. Terms on the LHS of Equation (32) are, respectively, forces of gravity G,
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upstream pressure P1, downstream pressure P2, bed shear stress Tb, side-wall shear stress Tw, and
drag FD. Terms on RHS are, respectively, forces of upstream momentum M1, and downstream
momentum M2. These forces with their corresponding direction are shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29. Control volume and terms used in momentum analysis.

The drag force can be determined by rearranging Equation (32):

1
1
FD   w S 0    w d i2 wi    w d i2 wi   b Ab   w Aw   V j2 A j   V j2 A j
W1 2
W2 2
A1
A2

(33)

Table 14 reports the values of parameters in Equation (33) as used in this analysis. Note that
S0 value is low and might not be constant for the whole flume length. The bed shear stress  b is
found based on velocity measurements in cross sections A1 and A2 and assuming τ = 0.19TKE.
The wall shear stress  w is found using formulation of side-wall shear stress of uniform flow in
smooth open channel

w
w  4
 d   d
 d 

1  tan 1 exp    
exp   

gdS 2d  
 w 4w
 w 

(34)

where d is flow depth (Guo and Julien, 2005), which is assumed equal to d . The channel slope
S0 is 0.00049, but the error of this measurement could be on the order of millimeters. As such,
the value of S0 is modified based on the measurements of shear stress using S 0   w gd . The
control volume width w and length L are 1.9 m and 0.64 m for ELJ-1 and 1.9 m and 0.79 m for
ELJ-2, respectively. The total water volume  is calculated neglecting subtraction of the small
volume that is occupied by ELJs.
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The first five terms in RHS of Equation (30) are calculated without any boundary condition
assumptions. The summation of these terms C is listed in Table 15. The boundary conditions,
however, must be defined and a meshing scheme was employed to find the last two terms in the
equation, and four methods were used. The first employs the meshing scheme in Figure 30(a),
and assumes measured velocities in data locations next to boundaries represent the average
velocity of the cell next to the boundary. The second employs the meshing scheme in in Figure
30(b), and neglects all boundary regions where no data were collected. The third and fourth
methods employ the meshing scheme in Figure 30(c), and assume the average velocity in each
cell is equal to the average of four nodes surrounding the cell. The values of boundary nodes
where there were no measurement are assumed as following in third method. Velocity at wall
and bed nodes are, respectively, equal to 80% and 90% of the next node in the corresponding
row or column where there is a measured value. These values were chosen by trial and error
according to continuity using the criteria of reaching the flume actual discharge. Velocity at the
surface nodes is equal to the 101% of the node below the surface. This value is based on the
velocity measurements near the surface in a profile at the mid-channel when no ELJs were
present. Table 15 shows the summary of the analysis. For the fourth method, the velocity at all
boundary nodes is equal to zero according to no slip condition.
Table 14. Summary of parameters in Equation (30).
Parameter
ELJ-1
ELJ-2
γw, kg m-2 s-2
ρ, kg m-3
S 0   w gd

9810
1000

9810
1000

0.00006

0.00006

-1 -2
 b , kg m s

0.139
0.074

0.167
0.062

 w , kg m-1 s-2

0.046

0.039

L, m
w, m

0.64
1.90

0.78
1.90

0.147

0.175

1.216
0.1145
0.1147

1.482
0.1135
0.1114





  0.5wL d1  d 2 , m





2
Aw  L d 1  d 2 , m

Ab  Lw , m

d1, m
d2, m

2

3

It is clear from the values of FD that calculated values are out of a reasonable range despite the
method employed. Calculated FD are negative for ELJ-1 and positive for ELJ-2 in all four
methods. Based on load cell measurements, FD is about 0.85 N for ELJ-1 and about 0.59 N for
ELJ-2. Note that the average flow depth d is slightly higher downstream of ELJ-1 than that in
the upstream, while for ELJ-2 it is lower in the downstream (Table 14). This major distinction
between d for ELJ-1 and ELJ-2 is responsible for the significant difference in the value of FD,
which varies the sign of the total applied pressure force on the fluid, second and third term in
RHS of Equation (33). Sensitivity analysis for terms on the LHS of Equation (33) was done to
quantify the effects of uncertainty in the measurements on the calculated value of FD. The
accuracy of the point gauge used for depth measurements is 0.001 ft (= 0.3 mm). The
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uncertainty in the depth measurements is assumed to be 1 mm. The uncertainty in the velocity
measurements is assumed to be 1 mm/s. The uncertainty in the values of  b and  w is also
assumed to be 5%.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 30. Boundary conditions and meshing schemes (dash line: flow surface, thick line: flume wall, thin line:
mesh, ×: measurement locations): (a) Scheme one: cells are defined so that measurement locations are at the center
of cells except for boundary cells where they are extended to the boundary; (b) Scheme two: cells are defined so that
measurement locations are at the center of cells, and the boundary regions (shaded area) where no measurements
exist are ignored. (c) Schemes three and four: cells are defined so that measurement locations are at the corner of
cells, and a value is assumed for boundary locations (filled circles) where no measurements exist.

Term

Method 1

Table 15. Summary of analysis
ELJ-1
Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 1

C, N

-0.825

-0.825

-0.825

-0.825

1.733

1.733

1.733

1.733

U 1 , m/s

0.1249

0.1267

0.1239

11.78

0.1253

0.1270

0.1244

11.88

U 2, m

0.1248

0.1263

0.1237

11.71

0.1245

0.1271

0.1237

11.74

 V j2 A j , N

3.74

3.14

3.69

3.48

3.59

3.06

3.54

3.36

 V j2 Aj , N

4.53

3.78

4.46

4.17

4.06

3.34

3.93

3.69

-1.62

-1.47

-1.60

-1.52

1.26

1.45

1.34

1.40

A1

A2

FD, N

ELJ-2
Method 2 Method 3

Method 4

Sensitivity analysis was performed for the ELJ-1 case, and the results were normalized with the
value of FD as



XX
FD

(35)

where X is the value of the desired parameter assuming worst uncertainty conditions, X is the
value of the desired parameter assuming no uncertainty, and FD is the value of drag force as
measured by the load cell. Sensitivity analysis shows that P1 and P2 are extremely sensitive to
these ranges of uncertainty in measurements (Figure 31). In fact, the uncertainty in the values of
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P1 and P2 are about 2.5 times larger than the desired value of FD. Thus, the calculated value of
FD based on the momentum balance reported in Table 15 is significantly uncertain. A MATLAB
code was run for one million times to identify stochastically the range of the FD based on the
defined ranges of uncertainty in measurements. Based on the results of the output of the code, the
range of FD varied from -3.32 to 0.26 N for ELJ-1 and from 0.02 to 3.61 N for ELJ-2. If the
worst conditions are applied, the range of FD would be -5.77 to 2.73 N for ELJ-1 and -2.32 to
6.06 N for ELJ-2. Therefore, a more accurate flow depth measurement method is required to
perform the momentum balance analysis.
Reviewing the assumptions made for analysis, the hydrostatically distributed pressure also might
not be a valid assumption as the flow can be affected by the presence of ELJs, and changes in
flow velocity would change flow pressure. Hence, it can be concluded that pressure
measurements in inflow and outflow cross sections is the most important required to find the
drag force by momentum balance analysis.

Figure 31. The sensitivity of parameters in Equation (33) to the uncertainty in the measurements for ELJ-1.
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DISCUSSION OF FIXED-BED RESULTS

Effect of engineered log jams on flow
The results indicate that the engineered log jams have a pronounced effect on flow. Spatial
patterns of time-averaged flow show that the ELJs dramatically reduce water velocity in the near
bank environments, which supports their effectiveness as bank protection tools. The ELJs create
complex, high-energy mixing layers in the neighboring area of the structures, where the velocity
components fluctuate strongly, the turbulence intensity is highly modified, and the Reynolds
stress is increased. Because of this high turbulence, bed shear stress near the structures is at a
maximum. On the other hand, the results show that the structures have little effect on the
spatially-averaged streamwise velocity component and flow depth, but play an important role on
turbulence intensity and the TKE. On the whole, the presence of ELJs complicates the flow
locally, but they have less effect on spatially-averaged flow.
The findings of this present study are in agreement with past field and flume experimental work
on the influence of large woody debris on flow. Brooks et al. (2004) applied deflector jams in a
section of the Williams River in southeastern Australia to examine the performance of single log
structures. Deep scour was created upstream of and in the neighboring area of deflector jams,
while backwater was shown downstream of the structures. Svoboda and Russell (2011) deployed
simplified triangular and rectangular LWD configurations in clear water which resemble ELJ-1
and ELJ-2 in the present study. The models in Svoboda and Russell’s (2011) experiment were
simplified to a large degree with only 2 to 7 logs in each LWD configuration. A depositional area
was formed downstream of the LWD structures due to slower velocities, and an erosive zone was
created in the near-structure area because of the turbulence. Yet, this is a more general effect of
LWD and in also consistent with that of ELJ structures present here.
Previous studies have established an understanding that large woody debris can be used as and
environmental alternative to rock-based structures as an effective means of stabilizing and
protecting stream banks from damage (Richmond and Fauseh, 1995; Gippel et al., 1996; Gerhard
and Reich, 2000; Brooks et al., 2004, 2006; Svoboda and Russell, 2011). Although ELJ projects
nowadays have good performances since 1995, ELJ approaches are still an experimental
technology (Abbe and Brooks, 2011). Shields et al. (2004) applied large woody debris in an
incised sand-bed channel. After 3 years, however, more than 70 % of the structures were
destroyed or damaged. While this deployment was economically effective, the results showed
that more guidelines and maintenance were required to implement the engineered log jams.
Without comprehensive planning and a considerable amount of empirical data from laboratory
flume experiments, the application of LWD may cause serious problems (Shields et al., 1997,
2004; Brooks et al., 2001, 2006; Abbe and Brooks, 2011). The present study using properly
scaled physical modeling could be a reference for ELJ projects.
ELJs for river restoration
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It has been shown that the presence of LWD reduces velocities near the structures, produces a
zone of stagnation just downstream the structures, and shifts the maximum velocity away from
the structures (Gippel et al., 1992; Thorne and Furbish, 1995; Daniels and Rhoads, 2003). As
such, ELJs can function as a bank protection measure, one of the significant objects of river
restoration (Shields, et al., 2004; Brooks et al., 2006; Abbe and Brooks, 2011). When the
structure is introduced into a natural river channel, the zones of high bed shear stress and
deflection of flow in the neighboring area of the ELJs increase sediment mobility, yet, the zone
of zero bed shear stress in the near-bank environments may also allow deposition of sediment
and organic matter (Abbe et al. 1997; Shields, 2001). Therefore, engineered log jams can adjust
the transport of sediment through the river channel as well as create refuge for a variety of
aquatic species and provide food for fish and macro-invertebrates (Gippel 1996; Giller et al.,
2002; Abbe et al., 2003; Manners et al., 2007). It can be deemed that the ELJ model adopted here
fulfills the goal of stream restoration.
In the present application, the ELJ model presents a bank-attached prototype, embedded logs fix
ELJs to the bed, and key and cross-spanning logs of the prototype of the ELJs maintain their
rootwads, oriented upstream and/or laterally. The rootwads have the potential to provide largest
surface area to deflect water flow. On the other hand, the complex compositions (e.g., embedded
piles, key and lateral logs) of the ELJ prototype and their small but not negligible between-log
space can substantially complicate habitat conditions for a wide range of aquatic organisms.
Direct or indirect bank protection and the creation of habitat for aquatic organisms contribute
greatly to the diversity, sustainability, and restoration of aquatic species.
With respect to the different types of ELJ structures, the experimental studies show that while
both types of structures have similar function, there are still some notable differences in the flow
field. Not surprisingly, the difference of the influences of the structures should be ascribed to the
shape of different types of ELJ structures. Although ELJ-2 is composed of the same elements,
dimensions, and design criteria as ELJ-1, the orientation of the key and cross-spanning logs of
ELJ-2 are different from those of ELJ-1, which causes a modified effect on flow. The highenergy turbulence zone due to ELJ-2 is less intense than that caused by ELJ-1. Meanwhile, the
area downstream of ELJ-2 has lower turbulence intensity than ELJ-1. That is, ELJ-2 is less
powerful to dissipate water energy than ELJ-1. Nonetheless, both ELJs types can be used to
protect stream banks and help achieve the goals of the restoration project.
Limitations of the experiment
Although the present study has begun to address the complexity of ELJs on flow and shows that
the designs of the ELJ structure also play a pronounced role on their effects on flow, detailed
information is still needed. Typically, in natural system, multiple ELJs are installed along the
river (Abbe et al., 1997, 2003; Brooks et al., 2001). A single structure generally cannot fulfill the
object of improving river ecosystem except low energy river channels (Brooks et al., 2006). This
is because the degraded river system is complex, and a single ELJ structure cannot be expected
to address large-scale watershed issues. In this study, multiple structures were only considered to
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further examination of their effects on the flow field. Nonetheless, more experimental data would
be needed for further study of multiple structures to address watershed-scale restoration issues.
Finally, the orientation of key members and cross-spanning logs is likely to change the efficiency
of the structures. The ELJ models are simplified according to a reasonable principle, but their
application in natural rivers might still provide some unexpected outcomes. Data on the
information of the addition of ELJs therefore is significant, yet lacking. Besides, ELJ
applications are location-sensitive, which requires consideration for local hydraulic and
geomorphic situations for each site (Abbe et al., 1997; 2003; Brooks et al., 2006; Mutz et al.,
2007). Therefore, lessons learned in the present study should not be deemed as universally
applicable. Further research and ELJ applications in a variety of spatial and temporal settings are
needed to guide their deployment in river restoration.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS FOR FIXED-BED EXPERIMENTS
Engineered log jams are increasingly implemented in river restoration projects as an in-stream
rehabilitation measure. A physical-scale model was used to investigate the hydraulic and
geomorphic effects of the ELJ prototypes, which would be installed in the Big Sioux River, SD.
The objectives of this study were to examine the effects of ELJs on three-dimensional flow
velocity and turbulence in a fixed-bed flume and to assess the influence of different types of
ELJs on these hydraulics signatures. The results show that the ELJ structures have a significant
influence on river flow. Major findings of this work include the following:
1. ELJs locally modify the flow markedly, yet they have little influence on spatiallyaveraged flow.
2. Spatially-averaged streamwise velocity and flow depth were changed only slightly in the
presence of an ELJ, but local TKE and turbulence intensity were dramatically modified
by the structures.
3. For both ELJs, there were high-energy zones of turbulence in the vicinity of structures.
Bed shear stress was markedly higher in the neighboring area of the structures. Just
downstream the structures, a stagnant or back-water fluid existed.
4. ELJ-1 had a more obvious influence on flow than ELJ-2, due to its orientation and shape.
5. The physical scale model simulated the implementation of engineered log jams in a
natural river system, and provided a reference and prediction for the efficiency of the
ELJs.
6. Drag forces measured for the instrumented ELJs were markedly reduced by the presence
of structures upstream, and there was no apparent relationship between the number of
structures or their relative spacing on this drag measurement.
7. Lateral force measured for the instrumented ELJ was about 10% that observed for the
drag force, and this lateral force did not change appreciably in the presence of additional
structures.
8. A momentum analysis was applied to the experiments with a single ELJ present to
determine drag forces analytically. These results showed that the slight variations and
uncertainty in flow depth caused significant deviation in the derived drag forces.
The findings of this study are in good agreement with past field and flume experimental work on
the influence of large woody debris on flow. The zones of high bed shear stress and deflection
of flow near the ELJs may increase sediment mobility, while the stagnant or backwater zone
downstream the structures may allow deposition of sediment and provide habitat for aquatic
organisms.
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CONCLUSIONS
The principles of physical-scale modeling were used to investigate the forces acting upon, and
the hydraulic and geomorphic effects of, complex ELJs to be installed along the Big Sioux River,
SD. Physical models of the prototype were constructed for a selected discharge to evaluate the
behavior and effects of two commonly employed ELJ designs. Froude-number scaling was used
to investigate the hydraulics and morphodynamics of open-channel flows, which is the preferred
approach to scale such river models. Fixed- and movable-bed model dimensions and all
hydraulic parameters reflected the resulting scaling ratios for the depth-distorted models, and
their derivations were presented and discussed. These scaling procedures also were applied to
the available timber to be used to construct the ELJs in the prototype, and the structures used in
the models reflect this scaling.
Experimentation considered both fixed- and movable-bed models. In each case, ELJs were
deployed as single and multiple installations along the same streambank. Three-dimensional
turbulent flow velocities were obtained using an acoustic Doppler anemometer, and flow depths
were recorded using a point gauge. Downstream (drag) and cross-stream (later) forces were
measured for ELJs using a biaxial load cell. Alluvial channel response to the ELJs in the
movable-bed experiment (bed and bank erosion and deposition) was quantified using
photogrammetric techniques.
The primary results from this study are summarized below.
1. The ELJs in the fixed-bed model had a measurable effect on localized flow, causing
deceleration of flow near the structure and acceleration of flow away from the structure.
Yet spatially-averaged flow velocity and depth remained about the same.
2. While spatially-averaged streamwise velocity and flow depth changed only slightly in the
presence of an ELJ, local turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence intensity were
dramatically modified by the structures.
3. In the vicinity of both ELJs, there were zones of high-energy turbulence and bed shear
stress. Just downstream the structures, a stagnant or back-water fluid existed.
4. ELJ-1 had a more pronounced influence on flow than ELJ-2, due to its orientation and
shape.
5. Drag forces measured for the instrumented ELJs were markedly reduced by the presence
of structures upstream, and there was no apparent relationship between the number of
structures or their relative spacing on this drag measurement.
6. Lateral forces measured for the instrumented ELJ were about 10% that observed for the
drag force, and these lateral forces did not change appreciably in the presence of
additional structures.
7. Drag coefficients derived for the single ELJs varied from 0.3 to 0.7 depending on the
velocity scale used.
8. A momentum analysis was applied to the fixed-bed experiments with a single ELJ
present to determine drag forces analytically. These results showed that the slight
variations and uncertainty in flow depth caused significant deviation in the derived drag
forces.
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9. The ELJs in the movable-bed model created areas of localized scour and deposition, yet
this zone of influence extended markedly both downstream and across the channel. ELJ1 appeared to cause more scour and bank erosion as compared to ELJ-2, and these
observations were supported by the fixed-bed results and force measurements.
Design methods for prototype-scaled physical river models may be adapted to reflect dimensions
and hydraulic parameters of other rivers undergoing restoration. By including complex, multielement scaled models of ELJs in these experiments, the transferability of experimental results to
the prototype will be enhanced and potentially lead to improvements in river restoration design.
The findings of this study are in good agreement with past field and flume experimental work on
the influence of large woody debris on flow. The zones of high bed shear stress and deflection
of flow near the ELJs may increase sediment mobility, while the stagnant or backwater zone
downstream the structures may allow deposition of sediment, provide habitat for aquatic
organisms, and reduced the hydraulic attack on streambanks. Physical-scale modeling remains a
relevant and viable experimental tool for evaluating ELJ designs, for assessing the potential
impacts and outcomes of alternative restoration schemes, and for investigating additional aspects
of river and ecosystem restoration.
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